Maintenance Manual 14

Trailer Axles
Revised 03-19

Service Notes

About This Manual
This manual provides maintenance and service information for
Meritor trailer axles.

If Tools and Supplies Specified in This
Manual
Call Meritor’s Commercial Vehicle Aftermarket at 888-725-9355.

Before You Begin
1.

Read and understand all instructions and procedures before
you begin to service components.

2.

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert
messages in this publication. They provide information that can
help prevent serious personal injury, damage to components,
or both.

3.

Follow your company’s maintenance and service, installation,
and diagnostics guidelines.

4.

Use special tools when required to help avoid serious personal
injury and damage to components.

Hazard Alert Messages and Torque
Symbols
WARNING
A Warning alerts you to an instruction or procedure that you
must follow exactly to avoid serious personal injury and
damage to components.

CAUTION
A Caution alerts you to an instruction or procedure that you
must follow exactly to avoid damage to components.
@

This symbol alerts you to tighten fasteners to a specified torque
value.

How to Obtain Additional Maintenance,
Service and Product Information
Visit Literature on Demand at meritor.com to access and order
additional information.
Contact the Meritor OnTrac™ Customer Call Center at
866-668-7221 (United States and Canada); 001-800-889-1834
(Mexico); or email OnTrac@meritor.com

Information contained in this publication was in effect at the time the publication was
approved for printing and is subject to change without notice or liability. Meritor Heavy
Vehicle Systems, LLC, reserves the right to revise the information presented or to
discontinue the production of parts described at any time.
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Asbestos and Non-Asbestos Fibers
Figure 0.1

ASBESTOS FIBERS WARNING

NON-ASBESTOS FIBERS WARNING

The following procedures for servicing brakes are recommended to reduce exposure to
asbestos fiber dust, a cancer and lung disease hazard. Material Safety Data Sheets are
available from Meritor.

The following procedures for servicing brakes are recommended to reduce exposure to
non-asbestos fiber dust, a cancer and lung disease hazard. Material Safety Data Sheets
are available from Meritor.

Hazard Summary

Hazard Summary

Because some brake linings contain asbestos, workers who service brakes must understand the
potential hazards of asbestos and precautions for reducing risks. Exposure to airborne asbestos
dust can cause serious and possibly fatal diseases, including asbestosis (a chronic lung disease)
and cancer, principally lung cancer and mesothelioma (a cancer of the lining of the chest or
abdominal cavities). Some studies show that the risk of lung cancer among persons who smoke
and who are exposed to asbestos is much greater than the risk for non-smokers. Symptoms of
these diseases may not become apparent for 15, 20 or more years after the first exposure to
asbestos.
Accordingly, workers must use caution to avoid creating and breathing dust when servicing brakes.
Specific recommended work practices for reducing exposure to asbestos dust follow. Consult your
employer for more details.

Most recently manufactured brake linings do not contain asbestos fibers. These brake linings may
contain one or more of a variety of ingredients, including glass fibers, mineral wool, aramid fibers,
ceramic fibers and silica that can present health risks if inhaled. Scientists disagree on the extent
of the risks from exposure to these substances. Nonetheless, exposure to silica dust can cause
silicosis, a non-cancerous lung disease. Silicosis gradually reduces lung capacity and efficiency
and can result in serious breathing difficulty. Some scientists believe other types of non-asbestos
fibers, when inhaled, can cause similar diseases of the lung. In addition, silica dust and ceramic
fiber dust are known to the State of California to cause lung cancer. U.S. and international
agencies have also determined that dust from mineral wool, ceramic fibers and silica are potential
causes of cancer.
Accordingly, workers must use caution to avoid creating and breathing dust when servicing brakes.
Specific recommended work practices for reducing exposure to non-asbestos dust follow. Consult
your employer for more details.

Recommended Work Practices

Recommended Work Practices

1. Separate Work Areas. Whenever feasible, service brakes in a separate area away from other
operations to reduce risks to unprotected persons. OSHA has set a maximum allowable level of
exposure for asbestos of 0.1 f/cc as an 8-hour time-weighted average and 1.0 f/cc averaged over
a 30-minute period. Scientists disagree, however, to what extent adherence to the maximum
allowable exposure levels will eliminate the risk of disease that can result from inhaling asbestos
dust. OSHA requires that the following sign be posted at the entrance to areas where exposures
exceed either of the maximum allowable levels:
DANGER: ASBESTOS
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA.
2. Respiratory Protection. Wear a respirator equipped with a high-efficiency (HEPA) filter
approved by NIOSH or MSHA for use with asbestos at all times when servicing brakes, beginning
with the removal of the wheels.
3. Procedures for Servicing Brakes.
a. Enclose the brake assembly within a negative pressure enclosure. The enclosure should be
equipped with a HEPA vacuum and worker arm sleeves. With the enclosure in place, use the
HEPA vacuum to loosen and vacuum residue from the brake parts.
b. As an alternative procedure, use a catch basin with water and a biodegradable,
non-phosphate, water-based detergent to wash the brake drum or rotor and other brake
parts. The solution should be applied with low pressure to prevent dust from becoming
airborne. Allow the solution to flow between the brake drum and the brake support or the
brake rotor and caliper. The wheel hub and brake assembly components should be thoroughly
wetted to suppress dust before the brake shoes or brake pads are removed. Wipe the brake
parts clean with a cloth.
c. If an enclosed vacuum system or brake washing equipment is not available, employers may
adopt their own written procedures for servicing brakes, provided that the exposure levels
associated with the employer’s procedures do not exceed the levels associated with the
enclosed vacuum system or brake washing equipment. Consult OSHA regulations for more
details.
d. Wear a respirator equipped with a HEPA filter approved by NIOSH or MSHA for use with
asbestos when grinding or machining brake linings. In addition, do such work in an area with
a local exhaust ventilation system equipped with a HEPA filter.
e. NEVER use compressed air by itself, dry brushing, or a vacuum not equipped with a HEPA
filter when cleaning brake parts or assemblies. NEVER use carcinogenic solvents, flammable
solvents, or solvents that can damage brake components as wetting agents.
4. Cleaning Work Areas. Clean work areas with a vacuum equipped with a HEPA filter or by wet
wiping. NEVER use compressed air or dry sweeping to clean work areas. When you empty vacuum
cleaners and handle used rags, wear a respirator equipped with a HEPA filter approved by NIOSH
or MSHA for use with asbestos. When you replace a HEPA filter, wet the filter with a fine mist of
water and dispose of the used filter with care.
5. Worker Clean-Up. After servicing brakes, wash your hands before you eat, drink or smoke.
Shower after work. Do not wear work clothes home. Use a vacuum equipped with a HEPA filter to
vacuum work clothes after they are worn. Launder them separately. Do not shake or use
compressed air to remove dust from work clothes.
6. Waste Disposal. Dispose of discarded linings, used rags, cloths and HEPA filters with care,
such as in sealed plastic bags. Consult applicable EPA, state and local regulations on waste
disposal.

1. Separate Work Areas. Whenever feasible, service brakes in a separate area away from other
operations to reduce risks to unprotected persons.
2. Respiratory Protection. OSHA has set a maximum allowable level of exposure for silica of
0.1 mg/m3 as an 8-hour time-weighted average. Some manufacturers of non-asbestos brake
linings recommend that exposures to other ingredients found in non-asbestos brake linings be
kept below 1.0 f/cc as an 8-hour time-weighted average. Scientists disagree, however, to what
extent adherence to these maximum allowable exposure levels will eliminate the risk of disease
that can result from inhaling non-asbestos dust.
Therefore, wear respiratory protection at all times during brake servicing, beginning with the
removal of the wheels. Wear a respirator equipped with a high-efficiency (HEPA) filter approved by
NIOSH or MSHA, if the exposure levels may exceed OSHA or manufacturers’ recommended
maximum levels. Even when exposures are expected to be within the maximum allowable levels,
wearing such a respirator at all times during brake servicing will help minimize exposure.
3. Procedures for Servicing Brakes.
a. Enclose the brake assembly within a negative pressure enclosure. The enclosure should be
equipped with a HEPA vacuum and worker arm sleeves. With the enclosure in place, use the
HEPA vacuum to loosen and vacuum residue from the brake parts.
b. As an alternative procedure, use a catch basin with water and a biodegradable,
non-phosphate, water-based detergent to wash the brake drum or rotor and other brake
parts. The solution should be applied with low pressure to prevent dust from becoming
airborne. Allow the solution to flow between the brake drum and the brake support or the
brake rotor and caliper. The wheel hub and brake assembly components should be thoroughly
wetted to suppress dust before the brake shoes or brake pads are removed. Wipe the brake
parts clean with a cloth.
c. If an enclosed vacuum system or brake washing equipment is not available, carefully clean
the brake parts in the open air. Wet the parts with a solution applied with a pump-spray bottle
that creates a fine mist. Use a solution containing water, and, if available, a biodegradable,
non-phosphate, water-based detergent. The wheel hub and brake assembly components
should be thoroughly wetted to suppress dust before the brake shoes or brake pads are
removed. Wipe the brake parts clean with a cloth.
d. Wear a respirator equipped with a HEPA filter approved by NIOSH or MSHA when grinding or
machining brake linings. In addition, do such work in an area with a local exhaust ventilation
system equipped with a HEPA filter.
e. NEVER use compressed air by itself, dry brushing, or a vacuum not equipped with a HEPA
filter when cleaning brake parts or assemblies. NEVER use carcinogenic solvents, flammable
solvents, or solvents that can damage brake components as wetting agents.
4. Cleaning Work Areas. Clean work areas with a vacuum equipped with a HEPA filter or by wet
wiping. NEVER use compressed air or dry sweeping to clean work areas. When you empty vacuum
cleaners and handle used rags, wear a respirator equipped with a HEPA filter approved by NIOSH
or MSHA, to minimize exposure. When you replace a HEPA filter, wet the filter with a fine mist of
water and dispose of the used filter with care.
5. Worker Clean-Up. After servicing brakes, wash your hands before you eat, drink or smoke.
Shower after work. Do not wear work clothes home. Use a vacuum equipped with a HEPA filter to
vacuum work clothes after they are worn. Launder them separately. Do not shake or use
compressed air to remove dust from work clothes.
6. Waste Disposal. Dispose of discarded linings, used rags, cloths and HEPA filters with care,
such as in sealed plastic bags. Consult applicable EPA, state and local regulations on waste
disposal.

Regulatory Guidance

Regulatory Guidance

References to OSHA, NIOSH, MSHA, and EPA, which are regulatory agencies in the United States,
are made to provide further guidance to employers and workers employed within the United States.
Employers and workers employed outside of the United States should consult the regulations that
apply to them for further guidance.

References to OSHA, NIOSH, MSHA, and EPA, which are regulatory agencies in the United States,
are made to provide further guidance to employers and workers employed within the United States.
Employers and workers employed outside of the United States should consult the regulations that
apply to them for further guidance.
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Typical 16.5″ x 7″ Q Series Brake Installation
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1 Exploded View

Item

Description

Item

Description

1

Capscrew

35

Brake Shoe Retaining Spring

2

Hubcap

36

Brake Shoe Roller Retainer

3

Gasket

37

Brake Shoe Roller

4

Wheel Bearing Jam Nut

38

Shoe Return Spring Pin

5

Lock Washer

39

Dust Shield

5A

Set Screw

40

Hub

6

Wheel Bearing Adjusting Nut

7

Outer Wheel Bearing Cone

8

Outer Bearing Cup

9

Brake Drum

10

Inner Bearing Cup

11

Inner Bearing Cone

12

Wheel Bearing Seal

13

Anchor Pin

14

Beam Axle

15

Left Camshaft

16

Right Camshaft

17

Washer

18

Seal

19

Cam Retainer Bushing Assembly

20

Capscrew

21

Seal

22

Flat Washer

23

Snap Ring

24

Air Chamber

25

Lock Washer

26

Lock Nut

27

Camshaft Bushing Housing at the Slack End

28

Capscrew

29

Slack Adjuster Washer

30

Automatic Slack Adjuster

31

Slack Adjuster Washer

32

Slack Adjuster Snap Ring

33

Brake Shoe and Lining Assembly

34

Brake Shoe Return Spring
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2 Introduction

Important Information

Axle Designs

Meritor automatic slack adjusters (ASAs) should not need to be
manually adjusted in service. ASAs should not have to be adjusted
to correct excessive pushrod stroke. The excessive stroke may be
an indication that a problem exists with the foundation brake, ASA,
brake actuator or other system components.

Meritor trailer axles are available in the following designs.

2 Introduction

Meritor recommends troubleshooting the problem, replacing
suspect components and then confirming proper brake operation
prior to returning the vehicle into service.

Beam Designs
앫 Straight beams, such as the TN, TP, TQ and TR models.
Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1

In the event that a manual adjustment must be made (although not a
common practice), a service appointment and full foundation brake,
ASA, and other system component inspection should be conducted
as soon as possible to ensure integrity of the overall brake system.
For Meritor brake adjustment, refer to the brake adjustment tables
in this manual. For non-Meritor brake adjusters, refer to the brake
manufacturer’s service procedures.

4002695c

Description
Axle Models
The maintenance procedures detailed in this manual apply to the
following Meritor trailer axles.

Figure 2.1

앫 Crank beams, such as the TQC model. Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2

앫 Axles currently in production, such as TN, TP, TQ, TR and TQD
models. These axle models are available either for installation on
new trailers or as service replacement parts.
앫 Axles no longer in production, such as TK, TKN, RN, RQ, TQC
and TRD models. These axle models are available only as service
replacement parts.

About This Manual
The procedures for removal, disassembly, assembly and installation
in this manual are for current production Meritor trailer axles
equipped with the following components.
앫 Disc wheel-end equipment

4002696b
Figure 2.2

앫 Drop center beams, such as the TQD and TRD models.
Figure 2.3.

앫 Q Series cam brakes
앫 Meritor automatic slack adjusters
앫 TN, TQ and TP axle spindles with standard retention hardware
앫 Oil-lubricated wheel ends

Meritor Maintenance Manual MM-14 (Revised 03-19)
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2 Introduction

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4

ETCHING ON AXLE BEAM

4002697b
Figure 2.3

Beam Cross Sections

DECAL/NAME PLATE

앫 Round

Spindle Designs
앫 The TN/TQ Series axles use the most common wheel bearings in
the trailer industry.
앫 The TR Series axles use wheel bearings compatible with drive
axles.
앫 The TP Series axles use bearings compatible with Freuhauf
axles.
앫 The TB Series axles use unitized bearings.

Brakes
앫 Cam — Meritor cam brakes
앫 Wedge — Meritor Stopmaster brakes
앫 Air Disc — Meritor EX225L Plus air disc brakes

Identification
All of the information necessary to identify a particular trailer axle is
indicated on the trailer axle identification tag. Located at the center
of the axle beam, this ID tag is stamped with the axle model number,
serial number and date of manufacture. Figure 2.4.

4013680a
Figure 2.4

The model number is composed of letters and digits; for example,
TP 4690LS8408. This number is used to identify the axle assembly
when obtaining replacement parts.
The serial number is composed of letters and digits; for example,
FRK 2675634. This number can be used to identify a particular
trailer axle, and the material and components used to build the axle.

Model Nomenclature
Model numbers for Meritor trailer axles are composed of letters and
digits; for example, TP4671L7795. These letters and digits indicate
the weight capacity and type of components installed on the axle.
For a more comprehensive list of Meritor current production trailer
axle models, refer to SP-8320, Trailer Axles: Applications and
Specifications Guide. To obtain this publication, refer to the Service
Notes page on the front inside cover of this manual.
Meritor aftermarket model numbers differ from the current
production model numbers detailed Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. Refer
to Parts Catalog PB-8857, Brake, Trailer Axle and Wheel Attaching
Parts, for a chart detailing these numbers. To obtain this publication,
refer to the Service Notes page on the front inside cover of this
manual.
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2 Introduction

Figure 2.5

MERITOR PRODUCTION TRAILER AXLE MODEL NUMBERS AND DESIGNATIONS
Brake Diameter
0 = No brakes
2 = 12-1/4" (31 cm)
5 = 15"
(38 cm) (2)
6 = 16-1/2" (42 cm)
7 = 17"
(43 cm)
8 = 18"
(46 cm)
Design Variations (1)
C = Crank
D = Drop
M = 6" OD
(BLANK) = Straight

Brake Width
0 = No brakes
1 = 10"
5 = 5"
6 = 6"
7 = 7" or 7-1/2"
8 = 8-5/8"
9 = 8"

(25 cm)
(13 cm)
(15 cm) (3)
(18-19 cm) (4)
(22 cm)
(20 cm)

Miscellaneous
0 = FMVSS121 Brake
Certification (Obsolete)
1 = Equipped for ABS

Beam Type
T = Tubular

T P* M Spindle Type
TN/TQ = Tapered
TP = Parallel
TL = See Section 3
of SP-8320
TB = For Unitized
Bearings
TR = Tapered

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

4 6 7 1-

Modification and Beam
Rating Lbs (kg)
2 = Intermodal
3 = Disc Brakes
4 = 22,500 (10,206)
8 = 25,000 (11,340)
9 = 30,000 (13,608)

L

-

Axle Components
D = Disc Brakes
L = Q+ Cam Brake, Quick Change
N = No Brakes
P = Cam Brake
Q = Q Cam Brake, Quick Change

1 1 2 0

Axle Components
Blank = Without Hub
or Wheel
H = Hub
V = Less Chamber
Bracket
W = Spoke Wheel

Sequential Number
Specifies unique model/axle
information such as cam shaft
length, spider model,
lining material, track, etc.

For crank and drop axles, beam capacity 20,000 lbs (9072 kg)
Denotes either brake drum or brake rotor diameter
Denotes either brake shoe width or disc brake pad size (60 square inches)
Denotes either 7" on 16.5" diameter brakes or 7.5" on 12.25" diameter brakes

*Bearings
N = HM218248/HM212049
P = HM518445/HM518445
Q = HM218248/HM212049
R = 594A/580

4013663b

Figure 2.5
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2 Introduction

Figure 2.6

MERITOR AFTERMARKET TRAILER AXLE MODEL NUMBERS AND DESIGNATIONS

Brake Diameter
0 = Brake Flange/Torque Plate
2 = 12-1/4" (31 cm)
5 = 15"
(38 cm) (1)
6 = 16-1/2" (42 cm)
7 = 17"
(43 cm)
8 = 18"
(46 cm)
Design Variations
C = Crank
D = Drop
M = 6" OD
(BLANK) = Straight

Brake Type, (Service Axles)
L = Q+ Cam Brake – Standard Service Axles
NA = No Brakes and No TCH, With ABS Sensors (4)
NR = Less Brakes and Less TCH (4)
LR = With Brakes, Less TCH (3)
NM = Meritor Tire Inflation Prepped, Less Brakes (4)
LM = Meritor Tire Inflation Prepped, With Brakes (3)
PC = With Platinum Shield, With TCH

Brake Width
0 = Brake Flange/Torque Plate
1 = 10"
(25 cm)
6 = 6"
(15 cm) (2)
7 = 7" or 7-1/2" (18-19 cm)
8 = 8-5/8"
(22 cm)
9 = 8"
(20 cm)

RHP/MPA Service Axles with Suspension Seats
NS = Less Brakes (4)
LS = With Brakes (3)
NP = Less Brakes (4), PSI Prep
LP = With Brakes (3), PSI Prep
NT = Less Brakes (4), Thermalert Prep
LT = With Brakes (3), Thermalert Prep
TS = Torque Plates for Disc Brakes
TP = Torque Plates for Disc Brakes, PSI Prep
TT = Torque Plates for Disc Brakes, Thermalert Prep
NU = Less Brakes, Vented
LU = With Brake, Vented
TU = Torque Plates, Vented

Miscellaneous
0 = FMVSS121 Brake
Certification (Obsolete)
1 = Equipped for ABS (5)

Beam Type
T = Tubular

RFS/MTA with Trailing Arm Service Axles
LA = RFS23T, With Brakes
LB = RFS25T, With Brakes
LC = RFS30T, With Brakes
*See PB-0226, For Standard RFS Replacement Specs
Nomenclature. See note below.

T P* M Spindle Type
TN/TQ = Tapered
TP = Parallel
TL = See Section 3
of SP-8320
TB = For Unitized
Bearings
TR = Tapered

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

4 6 7 1-

Modification and Beam
Rating Lbs (kg)
2 = Intermodal
3 = Disc Brakes
4 = 22,500 (10,206)
8 = 25,000 (11,340)
9 = 30,000 (13,608)

Drum or rotor
Denotes brake shoe width or pad size
Equipped with brake shoes and camshafts
Equipped with camshafts but no brake shoes
All axles will have ABS block installated

*Bearings
N = HM218248/HM212049
P = HM518445/HM518445
Q = HM218248/HM212049
R = 594A/580

LR

-

1 1 2 0 1 2

Track
(TAC)
1 = 71.50 (35.00")
7 = 77.50 (41.00")
8 = 83.50 (47.00")
*TAC = Trailing Arm
Centers (Applicable
for RFS/MTA Only)

Cam Length/Spline
0 = No Cams
1 = Short
28T
2 = Intermediate 28T
3 = Long
28T
4 = Short
10T
5 = Intermediate 10T
6 = Long
10T

Spring Mounting
Centers (SMC)
1 = 36"
2 = 38"
3 = 42"
4 = 44"

Lining Mix
0 = No Brake
1 = R202
(Obsolete)
2 = R301
3 = R201
(Obsolete)
4 = SOR615
5 = MA212
6 = MA312

NOTE: The last four digit designations apply to Aftermarket Axle Model Numbers only.
These designations do not apply to Production Axle Model Numbers. Please refer to SP-8320.
4-5-12 – Added RFS axle nomenclature option for generic beam, trailing arm, bushing, and
brake specs. See PB-0226 for Standard RFS service nomenclature.
Figure 2.6
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Seat Height
1 = 0.75"
2 = 1.25"
3 = 1.75"
4 = 2.25"
5 = 2.75"
6 = 3.25
7 = 3.75"
8 = 4.25
A = 1"

RHP/MPA and RFS/MTA
0 = Less Seat Brackets
1 = 16-1/2" Front RHP/MPA
2 = 16-1/2" Rear RHP/MPA
3 = 17-1/2" Front RHP
4 = 17-1/2" Rear RHP
5 = 18-1/2" Front RHP
6 = 18-1/2" Rear RHP
7 = 17-1/2"-18-1/2"-Front MPA
8 = 17-1/2"-18-1/2"-Rear MPA
9 = Trailing Arms, with
Bushings
H = Hutch Suspension
B = Brinkley or SAF Holland
Suspension

4013662b

3 Removal and Disassembly

Important Information
3 Removal and Disassembly

Meritor automatic slack adjusters (ASAs) should not need to be
manually adjusted in service. ASAs should not have to be adjusted
to correct excessive pushrod stroke. The excessive stroke may be
an indication that a problem exists with the foundation brake, ASA,
brake actuator or other system components.

3.

Place safety stands under the trailer frame or under each axle
spring seat. Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1

Meritor recommends troubleshooting the problem, replacing
suspect components and then confirming proper brake operation
prior to returning the vehicle into service.
In the event that a manual adjustment must be made (although not a
common practice), a service appointment and full foundation brake,
ASA, and other system component inspection should be conducted
as soon as possible to ensure integrity of the overall brake system.
For Meritor brake adjustment, refer to the brake adjustment tables
in this manual. For non-Meritor brake adjusters, refer to the brake
manufacturer’s service procedures.

4013681a
Figure 3.1

4.

Remove the tire and wheel assembly, using procedures
specified by the wheel manufacturer. Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

Hazard Alert Messages
Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.
When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

4003160a
Figure 3.2

WARNING

Wheel Ends

Before you service a spring chamber, carefully follow the
manufacturer’s instructions to compress and lock the spring to
completely release the brake. Verify that no air pressure
remains in the service chamber before you proceed. Sudden
release of compressed air can cause serious personal injury
and damage to components.

1.

Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to prevent
the vehicle from moving. Set the parking brake.

5.

2.

Raise the trailer until the tires are off the floor.

Removal

If the axle is equipped with spring brake chambers, carefully
compress and lock the springs so that they cannot actuate.
Figure 3.3.
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3 Removal and Disassembly

7.

Figure 3.3

Disengage the pawl and rotate the manual adjusting nut
CLOCKWISE until the linings clear the drums.
앫 For a conventional pawl: Remove the pawl from the slack
adjuster. Replace a conventional pawl with a pull pawl.
앫 For a pull pawl: Pry the pawl at least 1/32-inch
(0.794 mm) to disengage the teeth. Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5

4003161a
MANUAL
ADJUSTING
NUT

Figure 3.3

6.

There are two automatic slack adjuster designs: handed and
unhanded. For most applications, install a handed slack
adjuster so that the pawl faces INBOARD on the vehicle. The
pawl can be located on either side or on the FRONT of the
slack adjuster. Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4

HANDED

UNHANDED
DISENGAGE
PAWL
4003163a
Figure 3.5

8.

Remove the drum.

NOTE: Do not reuse either the hubcap gasket or the oil.
9.
PAWL

Place a container under the hubcap to receive the draining oil,
then remove the hubcap and hubcap gasket. Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6

PRY UP
CONVENTIONAL
PAWL

CAPSCREW

PULL PAWL
4003162a

Figure 3.4

CAUTION
You must disengage a pull pawl or remove a conventional pawl
before rotating the manual adjusting nut, or you will damage
the pawl teeth. A damaged pawl will not allow the slack
adjuster to automatically adjust brake clearance. Replace
damaged pawls before putting the vehicle in service.

8
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4003164b
Figure 3.6

3 Removal and Disassembly

WARNING
Do not loosen the axle spindle nuts by either striking them
directly with a hammer, or striking a drift or chisel placed
against them. Damage to the parts will occur causing possible
loss of axle wheel-end components and serious personal
injury.

10. Remove the set screw from the lock washer. Then remove the
jam nut, lock washer and adjusting nut. Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7

CAPSCREW
HUBCAP

DRUM
ADJUSTING
JAM NUT
NUT

HUB

INNER
BEARING
CONE

GASKET
SET
SCREW
LOCK
WASHER

OUTER
BEARING
CONE

OIL
SEAL

AXLE
SPINDLE

4003166b

Figure 3.7

12. Remove the inner bearing cone and seal from either the
spindle or hub. Discard the seal. Figure 3.7.

CAUTION
Be careful when you remove the hub and drum assembly that
you do not damage the outer bearing by dropping it on the
floor.

CAUTION
Never remove a seal wiper with a hammer and chisel or other
sharp tool. Damage to the axle oil seal collar will occur.

11. Remove the outer bearing cone, then the hub and stud
assembly from the axle spindle. Support the hub and stud
assembly during the entire removal process, as failure to do so
may result in damage to the axle spindle threads. Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8

4003165b
Figure 3.8
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3 Removal and Disassembly

13. If the seal incorporates a separate wiper on the oil seal collar,
loosen it by lightly striking with the round end of a ball-peen
hammer, then remove it and discard. Figure 3.9.

Brakes
ASBESTOS AND NON-ASBESTOS
FIBERS WARNING
Some brake linings contain asbestos fibers, a cancer and lung
disease hazard. Some brake linings contain non-asbestos
fibers, whose long-term effects to health are unknown. You
must use caution when you handle both asbestos and
non-asbestos materials.

Figure 3.9

1.

Push down on the bottom brake shoe and pull on the roller
retaining clip to remove the bottom cam roller. Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11

WIPER
4003167a
Figure 3.9

RETAINING
CLIP

14. An alternate method is to use a slide hammer with a hook on
the end of the tool. Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10

4003169a
Figure 3.11

2.

4003168a
Figure 3.10
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Lift the top brake shoe and pull on the roller retaining clip to
remove the top cam roller.

NOTE: You can remove a standard return spring by hand. If a
heavy-duty spring is installed, you will need a tool to remove the
spring.
3.

Lift the bottom shoe to release tension on the brake return
spring. Remove the spring. Figure 3.12.

3 Removal and Disassembly

CAUTION

Figure 3.12

RETURN SPRING

You must disengage a pull pawl or remove a conventional pawl
before rotating the manual adjusting nut, or you will damage
the pawl teeth. A damaged pawl will not allow the slack
adjuster to automatically adjust brake clearance. Replace
damaged pawls before putting the vehicle in service.
6.

Remove a conventional pawl or pry a pull pawl at least 1/
32-inch (0.794 mm) to disengage the teeth. Rotate the manual
adjusting nut CLOCKWISE to move the slack adjuster away
from the clevis. Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14

4003170a

Figure 3.12

4.

Rotate the bottom shoe to release tension on the two retaining
springs. Remove the springs and brake shoes. Figure 3.13.
MANUAL
ADJUSTING
NUT

Figure 3.13

Refer to the handed
and unhanded
illustrations at the
beginning of this
procedure for possible
pawl locations.

RETAINING
SPRING

4003172a
Figure 3.14

7.

Remove the snap ring, slack adjuster and spacer washers from
the camshaft spline. Figure 3.15.

4003171a
Figure 3.13

5.

Disengage the slack adjuster from the air chamber push rod by
removing the two slack adjuster clevis pins. Discard the two
cotter pins that secure the clevis pins.
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3 Removal and Disassembly

Figure 3.15

CAMSHAFT
BRACKET
CAMSHAFT

BUSHING
ASSEMBLY
SCREWS (4)

Figure 3.15

8.

12

Remove the camshaft and camshaft bushings as detailed in
Section 11.
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SNAP
RING
SPACER
WASHER

SPACER
WASHER
SLACK
ADJUSTER

4003173b

4 Clean and Inspect Parts

Hazard Alert Messages
4 Clean and Inspect Parts

1.

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

Use a solvent cleaner to clean machined parts and surfaces,
such as axle spindles and camshaft journals. Do not use a hot
solution tank with water, steam or alkaline solutions. This will
cause corrosion. Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Solvent cleaners can be flammable, poisonous and cause
burns. Examples of solvent cleaners are carbon tetrachloride,
and emulsion-type and petroleum-base cleaners. Read the
manufacturer’s instructions before using a solvent cleaner,
then carefully follow the instructions. Also follow the
procedures below.
앫 Wear safe eye protection.
앫 Wear clothing that protects your skin.
앫 Work in a well-ventilated area.

4003174a

앫 Do not use gasoline or solvents that contain gasoline.
Gasoline can explode.
앫 You must use hot solution tanks or alkaline solutions
correctly. Read the manufacturer’s instructions before
using hot solution tanks and alkaline solutions. Then
carefully follow the instructions.

Clean, Dry and Inspect Parts
Steam Clean the Axle Assembly

Figure 4.1

2.

Clean Rough Parts
1.

Clean rough parts with either solvents or in hot solution tanks
with a weak alkaline solution.

2.

Leave parts in the tank until they are completely cleaned and
heated. When the parts are clean, remove them from the tank
and wash them with water until the hot solution is removed.

Steam clean a complete axle assembly to remove heavy dirt.
앫 Before steam cleaning the assembly: Cover all axle assembly
openings, such as vents in the hubcaps and air chambers, to
help keep water out of these openings during high-pressure
steam cleaning.
앫 After steam cleaning the assembly: Grease camshaft
bushings and automatic slack adjusters until new grease flows
from these parts. The grease will help to remove water that may
have entered the parts during steam cleaning.

Clean Smooth Parts

Dry Cleaned Parts
1.

Dry parts immediately after cleaning using clean paper, rags or
compressed air.

2.

Do not use compressed air to dry bearings. This may cause
small abrasive particles to contaminate the bearings and may
result in reduced bearing life.

Prevent Corrosion
1.

If parts are to be immediately assembled, apply lubricant to all
machined surfaces.

2.

If parts are to be stored, apply a coating that prevents corrosion
to all machined surfaces.

CAUTION
Do not use hot solution tanks or water and alkaline solutions to
clean ground or polished parts. Damage to parts can result.

Remove gasket material from parts such as the hubcap gasket
mounting face. Be careful not to damage machined surfaces.
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4 Clean and Inspect Parts

Inspect Parts

Figure 4.4

It is important to inspect all axle components for damage or wear,
and to repair or replace them as required before assembly.
Performing these procedures now can help prevent future problems.
1.

Inspect all machined surfaces of the axle assembly. Repair any
scratches, nicks or mars with a crocus or emery cloth.
Figure 4.2.
ADJUSTING
NUT

Figure 4.2

LOCK
WASHER
JAM NUT
SET SCREW

4012749a

Figure 4.4

CROCUS
OR EMERY
CLOTH

4.

4003175b
Figure 4.2

2.

Inspect all fasteners and tapped holes. Replace damaged
fasteners and repair damaged tapped hole threads with a
correct sized die. Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5

Inspect the axle spindle threads. Repair the damaged threads
with a correct sized die. Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3

HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE

VERTICAL
CENTERLINE
4012748a

4012750a

Figure 4.5

Figure 4.3

WARNING
3.

14

Inspect the wheel-end retention hardware including nuts,
washers and set screws. Replace them if any of this equipment
is worn or damaged. Figure 4.4.
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When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

4 Clean and Inspect Parts

5.

Inspect the entire axle assembly for cracks.

8.

앫 If either of these parameters is out of specification:
Replace the axle.

앫 If a crack is found in the axle tube, brake spider or axle
spindle: Replace the axle.
앫 If a crack is found in a weld attaching any component
to the axle, and if this crack extends into the axle tube:
Replace the axle.
앫 If a crack is found in a weld that attaches a
vendor-supplied component such as a spring seat to
the axle, and if this crack is confined to the weld: It may
be repaired using the information in Section 7.
앫 If a crack is found in a weld that attaches the brake
spider, air chamber brackets or camshaft brackets to
the axle, and if the crack is confined to the weld: It may
be repaired using the information in Section 7. Technical
bulletin TP-09132 can be used for “V”-style chamber
bracket replacement. Note that judgment must be used in
this repair. These components are precisely located. If any
question exists regarding whether these components can
be correctly located, replace the axle.

Measure the axle camber and toe as outlined in Section 8.

9.

Inspect the dust shields if installed. Repair or replace damaged
shields as necessary.

10. Inspect the brake equipment. Repair or replace damaged
components. Refer to the Service Notes page on the front
inside cover of this manual for instructions on how to obtain the
correct Meritor maintenance manual for the brake you are
servicing. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for
components that are not supplied by Meritor.
11. If the trailer axle is equipped with cam brakes perform the
following.
앫 Check the up-and-down and side-to-side end play of the
camshaft. If total movement is more than 0.030-inch
(0.76 mm) in either direction, replace the bushings or
camshaft as detailed in Section 11. Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6

앫 Repairs are not allowed on Mtec6 axles. If any cracks
are found: Replace the axle.
6.

Periodic removal of the wheel-end equipment either for
maintenance or repair presents the opportunity for axle spindle
inspection.

UP AND
DOWN

앫 Visually inspect the spindle for cracks.
앫 Surface rust, scratches, or slight pitting on the wheel
spindle bearing or seal journals may be polished or sanded
out with an emery or crocus cloth. Do not reduce the
diameters of the journals beyond the bearing
manufacturer’s specifications. Excessive pitting, scratches
or fretting on the spindle bearing or seal journal surface
requires axle replacement.
앫 Spindle threads may be cleaned with a wire brush or
chased with a die. Repair welding of the spindle threads is
not permitted. Consult the trailer axle manufacturer if any
wear is questionable.

SIDE TO
SIDE
4003176b
Figure 4.6

앫 Check the axial end play of the camshaft. If total movement
is more than 0.060-inch (1.52 mm), replace the bushings,
camshaft or both as specified in Section 11. Figure 4.7.

— If any crack is found in the spindle: Immediate axle
replacement is necessary. Neither in-house repair, nor
repair by an outside contractor specializing in spindle
welding repairs, is allowed.
7.

Inspect the hubs or spoke wheels. If damaged or worn, repair
or replace as outlined in the appropriate component
manufacturer’s maintenance manual.
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4 Clean and Inspect Parts

B.

Figure 4.7

The rib is worn. Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9

AXIAL
END PLAY

4003177b
Figure 4.7

12. Inspect the bearings using the guidelines detailed below or
literature published by the bearing manufacturer.
앫 If any of the conditions shown exist: Replace the
bearings.

4003179a

Figure 4.9

앫 If there is a question as to whether any of these
conditions exist: It makes sense to replace bearings, since
bearing costs are small compared to the potential cost of a
breakdown.

C.

The roller ends and ribs are scored. Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.10

앫 In many instances, the conditions shown are caused by
problems such as debris or water contaminating the
lubricant, incorrect bearing adjustment, or inadequate
lubricant. If these problems are not corrected, the
conditions will persist.
A.

The roller ends are worn. Figure 4.8.

4003180a
Figure 4.10

Figure 4.8

Figure 4.11

4003181a
Figure 4.11

4003178a

D.
Figure 4.8
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The roller cage is damaged. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13.

4 Clean and Inspect Parts

F.

Figure 4.12

The cage, cup, cone or rollers are grooved. Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15

CAGE

CONE

CUP

4003182a
ROLLERS

Figure 4.12

4003185a
Figure 4.15

Figure 4.13

G.

The races or rollers are bruised with deep indentations.
Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16

4003183a
Figure 4.13

E.

The bearing is discolored. Figure 4.14.
4003186a

Figure 4.14

Figure 4.16

H.

The races or rollers are etched. Figure 4.17.

4003184a
Figure 4.14
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4 Clean and Inspect Parts

J.

Figure 4.17

The races or rollers are gouged or nicked. Figure 4.20
and Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.20

4003187a
Figure 4.17

I.

The races or rollers are spalled. Figure 4.18 and
Figure 4.19.
4003190a

Figure 4.18

Figure 4.20

Figure 4.21

4003188a
Figure 4.18

Figure 4.19

4003191a
Figure 4.21

K.

4003189a
Figure 4.19
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The races or rollers are brinelled. Figure 4.22.

4 Clean and Inspect Parts

Figure 4.22

4003192a
Figure 4.22

L.

The races or rollers are cracked. Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23

CRACK

4003193a

Figure 4.23
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5 Assembly and Installation

Important Information
5 Assembly and Installation

Meritor automatic slack adjusters (ASAs) should not need to be
manually adjusted in service. ASAs should not have to be adjusted
to correct excessive pushrod stroke. The excessive stroke may be
an indication that a problem exists with the foundation brake, ASA,
brake actuator or other system components.
Meritor recommends troubleshooting the problem, replacing
suspect components and then confirming proper brake operation
prior to returning the vehicle into service.

Installation
Brakes
Most Meritor trailer axles are equipped with Q Series cam brakes.
This section details procedures for installing this brake. For
information on lubricants specified, refer to Section 13.
1.

Install the camshaft and camshaft bushings as detailed in
Section 11.

In the event that a manual adjustment must be made (although not a
common practice), a service appointment and full foundation brake,
ASA, and other system component inspection should be conducted
as soon as possible to ensure integrity of the overall brake system.

NOTE: Camshaft end play must be set by the installer of the slack
adjuster. Standard Meritor axles only require one washer on each
side of the slack adjuster. The outboard snap ring at the cam head
prevents movement of the cam. Additional washers are only
required on axles equipped with cam tubes (enclosures).

For Meritor brake adjustment, refer to the brake adjustment tables
in this manual. For non-Meritor brake adjusters, refer to the brake
manufacturer’s service procedures.

2.

Lubricate the camshaft and slack adjuster splines with
anti-seize compound. Install the slack adjuster, washers and
snap ring. Figure 5.1.

Hazard Alert Messages
Figure 5.1

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WASHER

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.

LUBRICATE
SNAP
RING
4003194b

LUBRICATE

Figure 5.1

When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

ASBESTOS AND NON-ASBESTOS
FIBERS WARNING
Some brake linings contain asbestos fibers, a cancer and lung
disease hazard. Some brake linings contain non-asbestos
fibers, whose long-term effects to health are unknown. You
must use caution when you handle both asbestos and
non-asbestos materials.
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CAUTION
You must disengage a pull pawl or remove a conventional pawl
before rotating the manual adjusting nut, or you will damage
the pawl teeth. A damaged pawl will not allow the slack
adjuster to automatically adjust brake clearance. Replace
damaged pawls before putting the vehicle in service.
3.

Rotate the slack adjuster manual adjusting nut CLOCKWISE to
align the holes in the slack with the holes in the push rod
clevis. Figure 5.2.

5 Assembly and Installation

Figure 5.2

Figure 5.3

RETAINING SPRING

MANUAL
ADJUSTING
NUT

Refer to the handed
and unhanded
illustrations at the
beginning of this
procedure for possible
pawl locations.

ANCHOR PIN

4003172a

4003195a

Figure 5.2

CAUTION
Always replace used clevis pin retainer clips with new ones
when you service an automatic slack adjuster or air chamber.
Do not reuse retainer clips. When you remove a retainer clip, it
can bend out of shape and lose retention. Damage to
components can result.
4.

Lubricate both slack adjuster clevis pins with anti-seize
compound, then install through the holes in the clevis and
slack. Secure in place with clevis pin retainer clips. Replace
used cotter pins with clevis pin retainer clips. Do not reuse
cotter pins.

5.

Lubricate anchor pins with Meritor specification O-616-A
grease where the brake shoes touch them. Place the upper
shoe in position on the top anchor pin. Hold the lower brake
shoe on the bottom anchor pin and install two new brake shoe
retaining springs. Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3

NOTE: Use of a tool may be required to install the spring.
6.

Rotate the lower brake shoe FORWARD to place tension on the
retaining springs and install a new return spring. Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4

RETURN SPRING

4003196a
Figure 5.4

7.

Lubricate the cam rollers with grease where they touch the
brake shoe webs, making sure not to get lubricant on the outer
diameter of the roller that touches the camshaft head.
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5 Assembly and Installation

8.

Pull each brake shoe away from the cam permitting enough
space to install the cam rollers. Press the ears of the roller
retainer clip together to fit the retainer between the brake shoe
webs. Figure 5.5.

10. Lubricate the camshaft bushings and slack adjusters as
follows.
앫 Wipe off the grease fittings to prevent contamination from
being injected into the joints along with grease.
앫 Grease the camshaft bushings until new grease flows from
the seals. If the cam bushing seals at the spider end of the
cam are installed correctly, grease will flow out toward the
slack adjuster.

Figure 5.5

앫 Grease the slack adjuster until new grease flows from
around the inboard splines and from the pawl assembly.

WEBS
SQUEEZE

앫 Wipe away excess grease that purges from the joints. This
helps ensure that road dirt is not attracted to the lube point
and that grease does not drop onto either the brake linings
or road surface.

Wheel Ends
4003197a

1.

Figure 5.5

9.

Push each roller retainer clip into the brake shoe until its ears
lock in the holes in the shoe webs. Figure 5.6.

If the seal incorporates a separate wiper, apply a thin coat of
sealant around the axle oil seal collar. Then using an
installation tool, drive the wiper onto the oil seal collar until its
edge is flush with the bearing shoulder. Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7

Wiper must be
flush with
bearing shoulder.

Figure 5.6

BEARING SHOULDER

WIPER

WIPER
SPINDLE

WEB
HOLE
INSTALLATION TOOL
PUSH

SEALER ON
THIS SURFACE
4003199a

Figure 5.7

4003198a
Figure 5.6
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2.

Coat the bearing cones with wheel end lubricant. Apply a light
film of lubricant to the axle spindle bearing journals to help
protect them from fretting corrosion. Do not use lubricant on
the spindle bearing shoulder.

5 Assembly and Installation

WARNING

Figure 5.9

SPINDLE-MOUNTED SEAL

Use a brass or synthetic mallet for assembly and disassembly
procedures. Do not hit steel parts with a steel hammer. Pieces
of a part can break off. Serious personal injury and damage to
components can result.
3.

Install the seal and inner bearing cone. Follow the seal
manufacturer’s instructions to install the seal.
A.

For hub-mounted seals: Install the inner bearing cone
inside the hub. Lubricate the seal according to the seal
manufacturer’s recommendations, then place it onto the
installation tool. Align the tool with the hub seal bore and
drive the seal until it bottoms out in the hub seal bore.
Rotate the tool and apply several light blows to ensure the
seal is correctly seated. Check the bearing to verify it
rotates freely. Figure 5.8.

SEAL
4003201a
Figure 5.9

C.

Figure 5.8

Install the inner bearing cone onto the spindle. If it
becomes misaligned, lightly tap the rough part of the axle
tube with a hammer to create vibrations which will help
realign it on the spindle and ease installation. Figure 5.10.

SEAL DRIVER
SEAL

Figure 5.10

Seal
must
bottom
out.

BEARING
CUP

BEARING
CONE

HUB-MOUNTED SEAL

4003202b
4003200a
Figure 5.10

Figure 5.8

B.

For spindle-mounted seals: Lubricate the seal
according to the seal manufacturer’s recommendations,
then place it onto the axle oil seal collar. Place the
installation tool over the spindle and drive the seal until it
is flush with the bearing shoulder. Rotate the tool and
apply several light blows to ensure the seal is correctly
seated. Figure 5.9.

4.

Support the hub and stud assembly using a sling or other
appropriate method. Failure to do so may result in damage to
the spindle threads or seal. Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11

7.

Adjust the bearings as specified in Section 10.

8.

Install the brake drum.

9.

Install the hubcap using a new hubcap gasket. Install the
hubcap capscrews and tighten to 15-30 lb-ft (20-41N폷m) in a
criss-cross pattern. Figure 5.13. @

Figure 5.13

4003165b
Figure 5.11

CAUTION
When you tighten the spindle nuts, the hub and stud assembly
will seat to the correct position. Do not try to completely seat
the hub and stud assembly by hand. Damage to components
can result.
5.

6.

4012768a
Figure 5.13

Install the hub and stud assembly as follows.

CAUTION

A.

For spindle-mounted seals: Align the hub bore with the
spindle and push the assembly into position until the
bearing cone on the spindle fits into the bearing cup in the
hub.

B.

For hub-mounted seals: Align the hub bore with the
spindle and push the assembly into position until the
bearing cone in the hub bottoms out against the oil seal
collar. The bearing cone in the hub will help maintain
alignment of the assembly during this operation.

Install the outer bearing cone, then tighten the adjusting nut
until it is snug against the outer bearing cone. Remove the hub
support so the hub rests on the bearings. Figure 5.12.

Add wheel-end lubricant only to the hubcap fill line. Do not
overfill the hubcap. Wipe off excess lubricant, which can
contaminate brake linings and cause reduced brake
performance. Damage to components can result.
10. Fill the wheel end with oil to the hubcap fill line. Note that the
oil must be given sufficient time to settle prior to the final check
of the oil level. This is especially important in cold conditions.
Install the hubcap plug, verifying that the vent hole, if present,
is not clogged with debris. Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14

Figure 5.12

4012767a
Figure 5.12
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BELOW 0.25" — ADD OIL
Figure 5.14

4003367a

5 Assembly and Installation

11. Install the tire and wheel assembly using the procedures
specified by the wheel manufacturer.
12. Remove the safety stands and lower the vehicle.
13. Adjust the brakes using the procedures detailed in
Maintenance Manual 4, Cam Brakes and Automatic Slack
Adjusters. To obtain this publication, refer to the Service Notes
page on the front inside cover of this manual.

WARNING
Before you service a spring chamber, carefully follow the
manufacturer’s instructions to compress and lock the spring to
completely release the brake. Verify that no air pressure
remains in the service chamber before you proceed. Sudden
release of compressed air can cause serious personal injury
and damage to components.
14. If the axle is equipped with spring brake chambers, carefully
release the springs.
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Hazard Alert Messages
6 Additional Installation Information

6.

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.
When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

Guidelines
Axle Installation
1.

Refer to the procedures in this section to locate the top and
front of the axle, as well as the allowable axle rotation. Using
this information, position the suspension brackets onto the
axle.

2.

Verify that the brackets fit the axle correctly, then weld the
brackets to the axle. Refer to Section 7.

3.

Position the axle assembly under the vehicle, then tighten the
suspension installation fasteners. Note that the final tightening
must be done to the manufacturer’s specifications with a
calibrated torque wrench. Follow the recommended
procedures protecting certain axle models from overtorquing.

After an initial break-in period and then at regular intervals,
inspect all suspension fasteners to ensure that correct torque
values are maintained according to the manufacturer’s
specifications.

Axle Positioning
CAUTION
Follow these instructions to correctly position an axle. An axle
can crack from brake component welds that are in
unauthorized locations, or because the axle was not positioned
correctly. Excessive tire wear can result from incorrect axle
camber or toe due to incorrect axle positioning. Damage to
other components can also result.
The following provides detailed instructions on locating the top and
bottom of the axle, locating the front and rear of the axle and
determining the amount the axle can be rotated.
It is important to follow these instructions to help prevent the
following conditions.
앫 Axle cracking due to incorrectly located brake component welds.
앫 Excessive tire wear due to incorrect axle camber or toe.
Follow the procedure below to correctly install most trailer axles. For
additional assistance, contact the Meritor OnTrac™ Customer Call
Center at 866-668-7221. Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1

4.

Align the axle using the information in Section 8.

5.

Inspect the assembly to ensure the following.
앫 Suspension springs are correctly located on their wear
pads.
앫 Adequate clearances exist between the axle and vehicle
components in both loaded and unloaded conditions.
앫 All fasteners are tightened to the correct torque values.
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90˚

4003205a

Figure 6.1

Axle Top and Bottom
1.

Most Meritor trailer axles are built with a 0.31-inch
(7.874 mm) diameter hole partially drilled through the axle
tube. This hole identifies the top of the axle. Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2

Figure 6.4

ETCHING ON AXLE BEAM
LOCATION OF
TOP-CENTER HOLE

4002695d
Figure 6.2

2.

On axles built without a top-center hole, the axle can be rotated
180 degrees. Therefore, the axle top and bottom are
interchangeable. Figure 6.3.

DECAL/NAME PLATE

Figure 6.3

AXLE WITHOUT
TOP-CENTER
HOLE

4013680a
Figure 6.4

2.
INSTALLATION
ONE

On axles built without a top-center hole, the axle can be rotated
180 degrees. Therefore, the axle front and rear are
interchangeable. Figure 6.3. For these models, use the brake
installation guidelines in this section.

Important Information

ALTERNATE
INSTALLATION,
ROTATED 180
DEGREES
4003206a
Figure 6.3

Axle Front and Rear
The front and rear of the axle can be identified using the location of
the ID tag or embossing along with information regarding the correct
brake equipment installation.
1.

On axles built with a top-center hole, the ID tag or embossing
is located toward the axle rear. Figure 6.4.

Meritor automatic brake adjusters (ABAs) should not need to be
manually adjusted in service. ABAs should not have to be adjusted
to correct excessive pushrod stroke. The excessive stroke may be
an indication that a problem exists with the foundation brake, ABA,
brake actuator or other system components.
Meritor recommends troubleshooting the problem, replacing
suspect components and then confirming proper brake operation
prior to returning the vehicle into service.
In the event that a manual adjustment must be made (although not a
common practice), a service appointment and full foundation brake,
ABA, and other system component inspection should be conducted
as soon as possible to ensure integrity of the overall brake system.
For Meritor brake adjustment, refer to the brake adjustment
information in this section. For non-Meritor brake adjusters, refer to
the brake manufacturer’s service procedures.
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Brake Installation
앫 Trailer axles built with cam brakes should be installed so that the camshaft rotates in the same direction as the tires when the vehicle is
moving forward. Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5

FORWARD WHEEL ROTATION

FORWARD WHEEL ROTATION

CAMSHAFT
ROTATION

CAMSHAFT
ROTATION

CORRECT

INCORRECT

4003207a

Figure 6.5

앫 Trailer axles built with wedge brakes must be installed so that the
tires rotate in the direction indicated on the brake shoe webs.
Figure 6.6.

Refer to Figure 8.15 for the definition of camber. Note that a
cambered axle cannot be identified by simple visual inspection.
Rather, the Bill of Materials for a particular Engineering Axle
Specification (EAS) must be checked to identify the axle as being
either cambered or non-cambered.

Figure 6.6

TOP

DRUM ROTATION
NOTE ON BRAKE
SHOE WEB

All cambered axles are built with a top-center hole. These models
must be installed so that this hole is located at the exact top
position. Figure 6.7.

WHEEL
ROTATION
Figure 6.7

TOP-CENTER
HOLE
HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE

FRONT

4003208a

Figure 6.6

Axle Rotation
Trailer axles are available in both cambered and non-cambered
models. Allowable axle rotation for these two models is different.
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VERTICAL
CENTERLINE
Figure 6.7

4003209b
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Non-cambered axles may be built either with or without a top-center
hole. These models must be installed as follows:

Figure 6.9

CAM BRAKES

앫 On models with a top-center hole: The top-center hole must
be located within 20 degrees of vertical and the brake hardware
must be located within 20 degrees of horizontal as described in
this section.

HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE

20°

앫 On models without a top-center hole: Brake hardware must
be located within 20 degrees of horizontal as described in this
section.

20°

CAMSHAFT
BRACKET

WARNING
When you install an axle with a top-center hole, you must
locate the top-center hole within 20 degrees of the axle
vertical centerline. You must locate brake components within
20 degrees of the axle horizontal centerline. An installation
that does not comply with these specifications will void the
warranty. Axle fatigue, damage to components and serious
personal injury can result.
On non-cambered axles, observe the following for correct
positioning.
앫 Top-center hole: The top-center hole must be within 20
degrees of the axle vertical centerline. Figure 6.8.

4003211a

Figure 6.9

앫 Wedge brakes with air chamber tube support brackets:
When wedge brakes are equipped with air chamber support
brackets, the centerline of the brackets must be located within
20 degrees of the axle horizontal centerline. Figure 6.10 and
Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.10

WEDGE BRAKES
AIR CHAMBER
SUPPORT BRACKET

Figure 6.8

20°

20°
TOP-CENTER
HOLE
HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE
4003213a
Figure 6.10

VERTICAL
CENTERLINE

4003210b

Figure 6.8

앫 Cam brakes: The centerline of the camshaft bracket must be
located within 20 degrees of the axle horizontal centerline.
Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.11

WEDGE BRAKES

20°

On the mounting set-up shown in Figure 6.13, a suspension bracket
does not isolate the bottom of the axle from compression forces
exerted by tightening the U-bolts. This isolation must be obtained by
installing plates, at least 0.25-inch (6.3 mm) thick, between the axle
and the U-bolts.
Figure 6.13

20°

HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE

AIR CHAMBER
SUPPORT BRACKET

4003214a

Figure 6.11

Suspension
PLATES

CAUTION

U-BOLTS
4003216a

You must tighten U-bolts to the manufacturer’s specifications.
U-bolts that are overtightened can damage the axle at the
point the bolts contact the axle.
Special pressure plates may be required when installing rectangular
axles on some suspensions.
On the mounting set-up shown in Figure 6.12, the spring seat and
axle bracket isolate the top and bottom of the axle from the
compression forces exerted by tightening the U-bolts. No pressure
plates are required.
Figure 6.12

Figure 6.13

To correctly distribute axle loads on some suspension models, the
chassis angle, or angle of the trailer relative to the ground, must be
correct.
앫 If the tractor fifth wheel height is correct: The trailer chassis
angle will be correct and the suspension load will be correctly
distributed to the axles.
앫 If the tractor fifth wheel height is incorrect: The chassis
angle will be incorrect and the suspension load will be incorrectly
distributed to the axles.
앫 On the suspension shown in Figure 6.14, the fifth wheel is too
high, resulting in an overload of the rear axle. If the fifth wheel
had been too low, the front axle would have been overloaded.
앫 Correct distribution of suspension loads can be achieved by
either setting the tractor fifth wheel to the height recommended
by the trailer manufacturer, or by adjusting the suspension by
installing shims between the axle and the suspension springs.

SPRING

U-BOLT
SPRING SEAT
AXLE BRACKET
4003215a
Figure 6.12
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Figure 6.14

DECREASED LOAD
ON FRONT AXLE

FIFTH WHEEL
TOO HIGH

For stamped spiders, dust shields come in a 2-piece design that
require four fasteners to mount to the stamped spider. This dust
shield is compatible with our 5” axles equipped with different brake
sizes like 16.5 X 7.0-inch, 16.5 X 8.0-inch and 16.50 X 8.62-inch.
Figure 6.16.

W2874
Figure 6.16

TWO-PIECE DUST SHIELD
FOR STAMPED SPIDERS
(Chassis angle shown
exaggerated)

INCREASED LOAD
ON REAR AXLE

FOUR
FASTENERS
REQUIRED

4003217b
Figure 6.14

Dust Shields
NOTE: Refer to Section 11 for more information on forged and
stamped spiders.
Dust shield installation kits for trailer axles equipped with cam
brakes and disc brakes are available from Meritor’s Aftermarket
Service. To obtain this kit, refer to the Service Notes page on the
front inside cover of this manual.
Meritor offers dust shields for cam brake as well as disc brake
applications to protect brake units from direct contact with foreign
particles. Figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15

TWO-PIECE DUST SHIELD
FOR FORGED SPIDERS

NOTE:
DUST SHIELD
PRIOR TO MARCH 2018
4013682a
Figure 6.16

앫 In order to accommodate the MTec6 axle, Meritor has launched
a new 2-piece dust shield which is compatible with our standard
5-inch axles and new axle MTec6 (6-inch). This dust shield must
be used on axles which are produced after March, 2018. Each
dust shield will have embossed part numbers for identification.
Prior to assembling the dust shield to the axle assembly, verify
the part numbers in the dust shield-kit match the part numbers
on the dust shields. Figure 6.17.

SIX
FASTENERS
REQUIRED

4003218a
Figure 6.15
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Figure 6.17

Figure 6.19

TWO-PIECE DUST SHIELD
FOR STAMPED SPIDERS
(PRODUCED AFTER MARCH 2018)

NO EMBOSSED
MARKING ON
SPIDERS WHICH
PRODUCED PRIOR
MARCH 2018

4015050a

Figure 6.19

4015717a
Figure 6.17

앫 For identification, 5-inch and MTec6 (6-inch) axle models which
are produced after “March-2018” will have “M6” embossed on
the spider inboard surface near the cam retainer grease zerk.
The new two-piece dust shield can only be installed on these
axles. Figure 6.18.

앫 On axles built with 16.5 x 8, 8.625-inch and 10-inch brakes, a
spacer assembly is installed to space the dust shield to
accommodate the wider brake equipment. Figure 6.20.
Figure 6.20

SPACER

Figure 6.18

SPACER

BRAKE
DRUM

M6
“M6” EMBOSSED
MARKING ON
STAMPLED
SPIDERS WHICH
PRODUCED AFTER
MARCH 2018

DUST SHIELD
Figure 6.20

4015049a

Figure 6.18

If spiders on 5-inch axles models do not have the “M6”
embossed mark, then the dust shield without the “M6”
embossing should be installed. Figure 6.19. For ordering
assistance, please contact Meritor’s Commercial Vehicle
Aftermarket at 888-725-9355.
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Dust shields are mounted to a separate welded-on bracket on axles
built with 12-1/4 x 7-1/2-inch brakes. Refer to Figure 6.21 and
Section 7 for detailed instructions on locating and welding this
bracket to the trailer axle.

6 Additional Installation Information

Dust shield kits include four loose spacers that can be used to fine
tune the installation. For example, if the dust shield rubs on the
brake drum after installation, remove the fasteners and install the
washers to space the shields away from the drum.

Figure 6.21

Weld in
four places.

Centrifuse drums are typically 0.25-inch (6.35 mm) wider than
comparable cast drums. Therefore, these loose spacers must be
installed between the dust shield and spider when centrifuse drums
are used.

0.75 ± 0.12

Air Disc Brakes

3.03 REF

1.57 REF

On axle models with air disc brakes, most torque plates are welded
to the axle. There are some cases where the torque plate is bolted to
a flange; refer to Unit Mounted Brakes. Air disc brakes are mounted
on this torque plate with six fasteners each side. Refer to Section 14
for fastener torque values. For more information, refer to
Maintenance Manual MM-0467. To obtain this publication, refer to
the Service Notes page on the front inside cover of this manual.
Figure 6.23.

0.60 ± 0.03
4003221a

Figure 6.23

AIR DISC BRAKES
EX225L PLUS SHOWN

Figure 6.21

For disc brake applications, a single-piece dust shield is available.
This dust shield can be mounted to the torque plate with four
fasteners. Figure 6.22.
Figure 6.22

DUST SHIELD MOUNTED ON
WELD-ON (UNIVERSAL) TORQUE PLATE

4015051a
Figure 6.23

Meritor’s weld-on torque plate is a “universal torque plate” which is
compatible with not only Meritor’s EX225L plus air disc brakes, but
with other manufacturer’s air disc brakes with the same ratings and
applications as well. Figure 6.24.
FOUR FASTENERS REQUIRED

4014052a

Figure 6.22

When installing a dust shield, tighten all dust shield attachment
fasteners to 25-35 lb-ft (34-47 N폷m). @
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Figure 6.24

Figure 6.26

ABS SENSOR
CABLE HOLES

BOLT HOLES (6)
4003225a

4012740a
Figure 6.26

Figure 6.24

Unit-Mounted Brakes
On some axle models, brake flanges are welded to the axle
INBOARD of the spindle. Figure 6.25.
Figure 6.25

BRAKE
FLANGE

Three different flange designs are currently available. Each has one
0.8125-inch (20.638 mm) hole for the anti-lock braking system
(ABS) sensor wire and additional holes for fastening the brakes.
앫 For a nine-hole flange: Fasten the brake by installing the
correct 5/8-inch (15.875 mm) diameter fasteners through the
eight 0.656-inch (17 mm) holes. Tighten the fasteners to
180-230 lb-ft (244-312 N폷m). Figure 6.27. @
Figure 6.27

BOLT HOLES, EIGHT
ABS SENSOR
WIRE HOLE

4003224b
Figure 6.25

Unit-mounted brakes, standard on drive axles, are then mounted to
the trailer axle by bolting the brake spider to this flange.
Figure 6.26.

4003226a
Figure 6.27
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앫 For a 12-hole flange: Fasten the brake by installing the correct
9/16-inch (14.288 mm) diameter fasteners through the eleven
0.594-inch (15 mm) holes. Tighten the fasteners to
130-165 lb-ft (176-224 N폷m). Figure 6.28. @
Figure 6.28

BOLT HOLES, 11
ABS SENSOR
WIRE HOLE

Spindle Protection
Two methods are used to protect trailer axle spindles from damage
and corrosion during shipping, when axles are built without
wheel-end equipment. A plastic sleeve or chemical protectant may
be used.

Plastic Sleeve
The most common method is to fit a plastic sleeve over the spindle.

CAUTION
To remove a plastic sleeve from an axle spindle, pull the sleeve
off the spindle to break the sleeve vacuum. Do not use a knife
to cut a plastic sleeve. Damage to the axle spindle can result.
1.

To remove the sleeve, pull on it and break the sleeve vacuum
by either deflecting it slightly at the oil seal collar, Figure 6.30,
or applying clean dry air into the slit on the end of the sleeve.
Figure 6.31.

Figure 6.30

4003227a
Figure 6.28

앫 For a 16-hole flange: Fasten the brake by installing the correct
5/8-inch (15.875 mm) diameter fasteners through the fifteen
0.656-inch (17 mm) holes. Tighten the fasteners to
180-230 lb-ft (244-312 N폷m). Figure 6.29. @
Figure 6.29

BOLT HOLES, 15

SLEEVE

ABS SENSOR
WIRE HOLE

4003222a
Figure 6.30

4003228a
Figure 6.29
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Figure 6.31

Apply air.
4003223a
Figure 6.31

2.

Remove moisture or contamination found on the spindle with a
clean rag.

3.

Coat the axle spindle with axle lubricant as specified in Section
5. The light coating of oil on the spindle does not have to be
removed.

4.

The plastic sleeves are not designed to protect spindles
indefinitely. If axles are stored outside for extended periods of
time, water can enter through the sleeve into the spindle cavity
and cause some minor rusting. To remove this rust, use a
crocus or emery cloth as detailed in Section 4. Lubricate the
spindle prior to installing the wheel-end equipment.

Chemical Protectant
Another method of protecting spindles is to apply a chemical
protectant directly to the axle spindle.
1.

Use a clean rag and solvent to remove protectant prior to
service.

2.

After removing the solvent, coat the spindle with axle lubricant
as detailed in Section 5.
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Hazard Alert Messages
7 Welding

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.
When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

Guidelines
For complete welding instructions, refer to Maintenance Manual 8,
Drive Axle Housings, Welding and Repair Procedures. To obtain this
publication, refer to the Service Notes page on the front inside cover
of this manual.
The installation and service performance of all suspension system
brackets welded to Meritor axles are the responsibility of the system
integrator.

Only Use Certified Welders
The American Welding Society’s (AWS) Document D1.1 requires
that you only use certified welders.

Methods
앫 Four methods can be used to weld hardware to trailer axles.
— Shielded Metal Arc (Stick electrodes)
— Gas Metal Arc (MIG — Solid Wire)
— Gas Tungsten Arc (TIG)
— Flux Cored Arc (Tubular Wire)
앫 Refer to the following table for the American Welding Society
(AWS) classifications and specifications.

Method for
Welding Carbon
and Low Alloy
Steels

AWS Electrode
Classification

AWS
Specification

Shielded Metal Arc

E70XX

A5.1
A5.5

Gas Metal Arc

ER70S-X

A5.18

Gas Tungsten Arc

ER70S-X

A5.18

Flux Cored Arc

E70T-X

A5.20

앫 The AWS requires that weld tensile strength must be 70,000 psi
(4826.33 bar). Weld tensile strengths that are either higher or
lower than this rating are not acceptable.
앫 The best fusion and strength will be obtained using the voltage,
current and shielding medium recommended by the electrode
manufacturer.
앫 If the Shielded Metal Arc method is used, electrodes must be
clean, dry and come from stock that has been stored according
to AWS specifications.

Axle Preparation
앫 The area to be welded must be free of paint, grease, dirt, slag
and other contaminants that can affect weld quality.
앫 The axle tube and the hardware to be welded to the axle must be
at a temperature of at least 60°F (15°C). Welds made with the
axle components at the correct temperature will perform better,
since there is less of a tendency to form an area of brittle
material next to the weld.
앫 Never bring an axle into a factory or repair facility from the cold
and immediately weld. Rather, the axle and brackets to be
welded should be stored overnight in a correctly heated room.
앫 If temperature requirements are not met, pre-heat the weld area
to a temperature of at least 200°F (93°C) using a “rosebud.” Do
not concentrate heat in one area. Rather, slowly heat a wide area
around the joint to be welded. Verify the temperature with a
temperature-sensitive crayon or other appropriate means.

Hardware Fit
앫 Refer to the axle and suspension manufacturer’s installation
documentation for weld zones and locations.
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Welding Preparation
앫 Welding equipment should be grounded to the axle through a
cable connection that is both clean and tight. The connection
should be located at one of the parts welded to the axle such as
the camshaft bracket, air chamber bracket or brake spider. It
should not be located at a suspension spring, a U-bolt or a point
that will place a wheel bearing between the ground connection
and weld area. Figure 7.1.

앫 Prior to applying final welds, hardware should be tack welded to
the axle following recommendations provided by the component
manufacturer. This will help minimize both axle distortion and
residual stresses caused by final welds. After tack welding, clean
up any weld slag, then fuse the tack welds into the final welds.
Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3

AXLE
TACK WELD

Figure 7.1

NOT HERE

HERE

4003152b
HARDWARE

4003233a

Figure 7.1
Figure 7.3

앫 A connection that places a wheel bearing between the ground
cable connection and the weld area can damage the bearing by
electric arcing as shown below. Figure 7.2.

앫 Do not locate tack welds at the ends of the bracket. Rather, they
should be located toward the center of the brackets. Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.2
Figure 7.4

Do not place tack
welds at the ends
of the bracket.

4003234a

DAMAGED BEARING ROLLER AND RACE
4003232a
Figure 7.2

Figure 7.4

Location
Axles are more likely to crack at a weld location, since welds lower
the strength of the axle material adjacent to the weld and set up a
stress riser at the weld site. You must confine welding to areas of
relatively low stress near the center or neutral axis of the beam.
Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5

TOP

HIGH STRESS
NEUTRAL AXIS

앫 Horizontal welding is not allowed on 5-inch (127 mm) diameter
axles more than 1.50-inches (38.1 mm) below the axle
horizontal centerline. Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.7

HORIZONTAL WELD
LOW
STRESS

LOW
STRESS
TOP
1.50"

BOTTOM

HIGH STRESS

4003235a

HORIZONTAL
WELD

Figure 7.5

WARNING
An incorrect weld location will void the axle warranty and can
result in reduced fatigue life of the trailer axle beam. Serious
personal injury and damage to components can result.
The following guidelines are for welding locations on round axles.
앫 Welding is not allowed on 5-inch (127 mm) diameter axles within
1.50-inches (38.1 mm) of the top-center of the axle. Figure 7.6.

1.50"

5 INCH AXLE

4003237b

Figure 7.7

앫 For any welding operation performed on MTec6 axles, please
contact the Meritor OnTrac™ Customer Call Center at
866-668-7221.
앫 Vertical welding is not allowed on 5-inch (127 mm) diameter
axles more than one-inch (25.4 mm) below the axle horizontal
centerline. Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.6

1.50"

AXLE TOP
CENTER

Horizontal welds
permitted in this
area – both sides.

AXLE
HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE 1.50"

MEASURED
ON THE AXLE
SURFACE

Figure 7.8

VERTICAL WELD

TOP

1.50"

VERTICAL
WELD

5 INCH AXLE

4012769a

AXLE
HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE

5 INCH AXLE

Figure 7.6

앫 For any welding operation performed on MTec6 axles, please
contact the Meritor OnTrac™ Customer Call Center at
866-668-7221.

1.0"

Vertical welds
permitted in this
area – both ends.
4003238b

Figure 7.8

앫 For any welding operation performed on MTec6 axles, please
contact the Meritor OnTrac™ Customer Call Center at
866-668-7221.
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앫 The round axle welding locations are in reference to their
position when installed onto the vehicle.

Figure 7.10

HORIZONTAL WELD
TOP

NOTE: Axles can be rotated up to 20 degrees. Do not install the
brackets with the correct welds, then rotate them out of the correct
positions.

1.0"

The following procedures are for welding locations on rectangular
axles.
앫 Welding is not allowed within one-inch (25.4 mm) of the
top-center of the axle. Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9

AXLE
HORIZONTAL
CENTER LINE

1"

HORIZONTAL
WELD

1.5"

HORIZONTAL
WELDS
PERMITTED IN
THIS AREA —
BOTH SIDES

1"

4003240a
AXLE
TOP
CENTER

Figure 7.10

앫 Vertical welding is not allowed more than one-inch (25.4 mm)
below the axle horizontal centerline. Figure 7.11.
Figure 7.11

VERTICAL WELD
TOP
1.0"

4003239a
Figure 7.9

앫 Horizontal welding is not allowed more than 1.50-inches
(38.1 mm) below the axle horizontal centerline. Figure 7.10.

AXLE
HORIZONTAL
CENTERLINE

Figure 7.11
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1.0"

VERTICAL
WELD
VERTICAL WELDS
PERMITTED IN
THIS AREA —
BOTH SIDES
4003241a
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앫 Weld location requirements in this section apply to all welds. In
some instances, axles have been found with bracket attachment
welds in authorized locations, but with tack welds in
unauthorized locations. Neither tack welds nor brackets
attachment welds are allowed in unauthorized locations. This
can cause a material change that can reduce axle fatigue life.
Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.13

BRACKET WELD

Figure 7.12

BRACKET ATTACHMENT WELD,
AUTHORIZED LOCATION
END OF
WELD PASS

END OF
WELD PASS
4003243a

Figure 7.13

TACK WELD,
UNAUTHORIZED LOCATION

4003242a

Figure 7.12

앫 Do not test the weld arc on the axle beam in unauthorized
locations. This can cause a material change that can reduce axle
fatigue life.

앫 Some brackets are attached to trailer axles with multiple welds.
For example, at each of the weld locations shown in Figure 7.14,
roadside front, curbside rear, etc., three weld passes are
applied. Axle distortion can be minimized in this situation by
sequencing the welds. This involves alternating weld passes
from the front to the rear of an individual bracket and between
the brackets located on the axle roadside and curbside. This is in
contrast to applying all the welds at one bracket location prior to
applying the welds at other locations.
Figure 7.14

CURBSIDE
REAR

CURBSIDE
FRONT

Welding Procedures
Observe the following when performing welding procedures.
앫 Axles are more likely to crack at the end of the bracket
attachment welds. It is critical to avoid welding imperfections
such as craters, undercuts and poor fusion at these locations.
Some methods of avoiding these imperfections include using
correct welding parameters, starting and stopping the arc a short
distance away from the ends of the weld pass and maintaining
correct arc position and length. Figure 7.13.

ROADSIDE
FRONT

ROADSIDE
REAR

4003244a
Figure 7.14

앫 When attaching a bracket, the first weld pass should be made on
the front side of the bracket. This will result in any distortion
causing the more desirable toe-in rather than the less desirable
toe-out condition.
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앫 It is good manufacturing practice to specify a welding procedure
that prevents excessive distortion and to periodically check this
procedure to ensure that it is understood and is being followed.

Bead Size
앫 The maximum weld bead size allowed, regardless of whether the
weld is achieved with a single or multiple passes, is 3/8-inch
(9.5 mm) on rectangular axles and 1/2-inch (12.7 mm) on round
axles.
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앫 Incorrect tire inflation pressure.

Hazard Alert Messages
8 Alignment

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

앫 The rolling radii of a set of dual tires on a wheel end not
matching within 0.125-inch (3.1 mm). Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.

ROLLING RADIUS

4003246a

When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

앫 Damaged or worn suspension components or incorrectly
tightened suspension fasteners.

Alignment

앫 Incorrect chassis angle. Refer to Section 6 for additional
information on obtaining a correct chassis angle.

Alignment is a function of three parameters:

Figure 8.2

Before performing an alignment, replace damaged or worn
components with the parts that match the manufacturer
specifications and tighten the fasteners to specifications.

앫 Axle orientation
앫 Axle camber

Alignment should be performed with the vehicle empty and the
brakes released.

앫 Axle toe
Alignment should be checked whenever major axle or suspension
components are replaced or if vehicle tracking or excessive tire wear
problems exist. Note, however, that these problems can also be
caused by other factors such as:
앫 An axle that is installed with its centerline located more than
0.25-inch (6.3 mm) from the trailer centerline. Figure 8.1.

Axle Orientation
Axle orientation is defined as the positioning of the axle assembly
relative to the vehicle on which it is installed.
Correctly oriented axles must be positioned as follows. Figure 8.3.
앫 On a single-axle vehicle, the axle is positioned relative to the
vehicle.

Figure 8.1

KINGPIN

AXLE
CENTERLINE

앫 On a multiple-axle vehicle, the front axle is positioned relative to
the vehicle, then the remaining axles are positioned so they are
parallel to the front axle.

1/4"

TRAILER CENTERLINE

4003245a

Figure 8.1
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Figure 8.3

Figure 8.4

PARALLEL

TRAILER AXLES

FRONT AXLE
POSITIONED RELATIVE
TO VEHICLE

REAR AXLE
POSITIONED
RELATIVE TO
FRONT AXLE

4003248a

4003247a

Figure 8.4

Figure 8.3

Before performing an axle orientation, the vehicle suspension must
be in its “as run” condition. This is accomplished by positioning the
vehicle on a level floor and moving it forward and backward several
times in a straight line. Verify that the last movement is forward.
On a slider suspension, the suspension should be placed in its “as
run” condition by applying the trailer brakes and pulling the trailer
forward, causing the tires to slide. This step is designed to stabilize
the slider subframe by forcing the slider locking pins to the rear
within their retention holes.

Kingpin extenders are designed to ease axle orientation by allowing
the measuring device used to orient the front trailer axle to clear
obstructions under the trailer. Made from tubular steel, the device
provides a vertically oriented adjustable length rod below the
kingpin. Bubble-type level gauges should be attached to allow the
vertical position to be checked. Once in place, the device provides a
location far enough below the kingpin to allow the measuring device
to clear under trailer obstructions when measuring the dimensions
from the kingpin to the axle ends. Figure 8.5.
Figure 8.5

On a slider suspension, the lower subframe is designed to move
within the confines of the trailer longitudinal body rails. Therefore,
lateral clearances must be present between these members. On
some slider suspensions, this clearance may be excessive and it
may be necessary to center the system before orienting the axles by
installing temporary shims between these members at all four
corners.
Spindle extenders are designed to ease axle orientation by
eliminating the requirement for removing the outer wheel when
orienting the front trailer axle. Figure 8.4. Made from tubular stock
approximately 12- to 15-inches long, the devices are designed to be
attached to the spindle end. Once in place, the devices position the
axle reference points far enough outside the trailer to allow the
measuring tape to clear the tires when measuring the dimensions
from the kingpin to the axle ends.
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4003249a
Figure 8.5

To facilitate alignment, a commercially available alignment gauge,
generally found in automotive maintenance shops can be used.
Otherwise, a trammel bar can be readily fabricated from a drill rod.
The pointers of the gauge must be straight and true, as well as
aligned with each other. Figure 8.6.

8 Alignment

Figure 8.6

Figure 8.7

TRAMMEL BAR
4003250a
4003251a
Figure 8.6
Figure 8.7

Single-Axle Trailers
Figure 8.8

1.

Prepare the suspension by positioning the trailer on a level floor
and moving it forward and backward several times in a straight
line. Verify that the last movement is forward.

2.

Uncouple the tractor and use the support legs to raise or lower
the front of the trailer to position the kingpin in its “as used” or
design fifth wheel height.

3.

Remove the outer tires and any other parts from under the
chassis that obstruct the measuring distances between the
kingpin and the axle ends. If using commercially available
kingpin and axle spindle extenders or the edge of the wheel rim
as detailed in this section, you will not need to remove this
equipment.

KINGPIN
B

A

SINGLE-AXLE TRAILER
4003252a
Figure 8.8

NOTE: An acceptable gauge point for measuring “A” and “B” is the
edge of the wheel rim. This measurement should be made at the
height of the axle spindles. Verify that the rim is not damaged, the
same tires and rims are mounted on each side of the vehicle and the
tires are correctly inflated. Figure 8.7.
4.

Attach a steel measuring tape to a hook. Attach the hook to the
kingpin and measure distance “A” on the roadside and “B” on
the curbside of the trailer. Figure 8.8. The difference between
these dimensions must not exceed ± 0.0625 inch
(± 1.59 mm). Adjust the axle, if necessary, to bring this
difference within specification.

Multiple-Axle Trailers
1.

Orient the front axle as detailed in the single-axle trailer
procedure in this section.

2.

Measure “C” and “D”, the distances between the front and rear
axles on the trailer roadside and curbside. The difference
between these dimensions must not exceed ± 0.03125-inch
(± 0.79 mm). Adjust the rear axle, if necessary, to bring this
difference within specification. Figure 8.9.
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Double or Triple Trailers

Figure 8.9

In most cases, the previous two procedures can be used to orient
axles on double or triple trailers. However, if these procedures are
used and problems with tire wear or tracking persist, use the
following procedure to orient axles to the pull line of the trailer.

D

B

A

1.

Prepare the suspension by positioning the trailer on a level floor
and moving it forward and backward several times in a straight
line. Verify that the last movement is forward.

2.

Measure the radius of the tires from the center of the axle to
the floor.

3.

Uncouple the tractor and use the support legs to raise or lower
the front of the trailer to position the kingpin in its “as used” or
design fifth wheel height.

4.

Raise the rear of the trailer and remove the wheel-end
equipment. Place supports under the axle at the spring seat or
trailing arm locations so that when the trailer is lowered, the
axle spindle centers will be positioned at the height of the
radius of the tires, measured in Step 2.

5.

Lower the trailer onto the supports.

6.

Hang plumb lines from the exact centers of the kingpin and
pintle hook. Establish the trailer pull line by marking these
points on the floor and snapping a chalk line through them.
Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12.

C

TANDEM-AXLE TRAILER
4003253a

Figure 8.9

3.

An acceptable gauge point for measuring “C” and “D” is the
dimple in the spindle end plug located on most trailer axles. To
reach this plug, remove the rubber hubcap oil filler plugs. Other
acceptable gauge points are the edges of the wheel rims as
noted earlier. Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.10

DIMPLE

Figure 8.11

DOUBLE OR TRIPLE TRAILERS
MUST BE 90˚

PULL LINE

4003254a
KINGPIN
Figure 8.10

AXLE

PINTLE
HOOK
4003255a

4.
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On trailers equipped with more than two axles, measure and
adjust each additional axle. To ensure that these additional
axles are accurately adjusted, measurements should be made
from the front axle to each additional axle.
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Figure 8.12

5.

Lower the dolly onto the supports.

6.

Hang plumb lines from the exact centers of the lunette eye and
fifth wheel where it holds the trailer kingpin. Establish the pull
line by marking these points on the floor and snapping a chalk
line through them. Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14.

PINTLE
HOOK
KINGPIN
Figure 8.13

AXLE
LOCATION
MUST BE
90˚

FIFTH
WHEEL
CENTER

90°
PULL LINE

4003256a
PULL LINE

Figure 8.12

7.

8.

9.

Hang plumb lines from the exact centers of the roadside and
curbside front axle spindles. Establish the axle location by
marking these points on the floor and snapping a chalk line
through them.
Use a large carpenter’s square to measure the angle where the
chalk lines cross. Adjust the axle, if necessary, until this angle
is 90 degrees.
If the trailer is equipped with additional axles, measure and
adjust them relative to the front axle, as outlined in the
multiple-axle trailers procedure in this section.

LUNETTE
EYE CENTER

CONVERTER DOLLY

4003257a

Figure 8.13

Figure 8.14

FIFTH
WHEEL

LUNETTE
EYE

Converter Dollies
1.

Prepare the suspension by positioning the dolly on a level floor
and moving it forward and backward several times in a straight
line. Verify that the last movement is forward.

2.

Measure the radius of the tires from the center of the axle to
the floor.

3.

Support the front of the dolly to position the lunette eye in its
“as used” height.

4.

Raise the rear of the dolly and remove the wheel-end
equipment. Place supports under the axle at the spring seat or
trailing arm locations so that when the dolly is lowered, the axle
spindle centers will be positioned at the height of the radius of
the tires, measured in Step 2.

PULL LINE

90˚
PLUMB
LINES

AXLE
LOCATION

AXLE ADJUSTMENT

4003258a

Figure 8.14
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7.

Hang plumb lines from the exact centers of the roadside and
curbside front axle spindles. Establish the axle location by
marking these points on the floor and snapping a chalk line
through them. Figure 8.14.

앫 A cambered axle cannot be identified by simply inspecting the
axle. Instead, the Meritor Bill of Materials for a particular
Engineering Axle Specification (EAS) must be accessed to
determine whether the axle is built either with or without camber.

8.

Use a large carpenter’s square to measure the angle where the
chalk lines cross. Adjust the axle, if necessary, until this angle
is 90 degrees. Figure 8.14.

앫 Trailer axle camber specifications are detailed in Table A. This
data is for the following:

9.

If the dolly is equipped with an additional axle, measure and
adjust it relative to the front axle as outlined in the multiple-axle
trailers procedure in this section.

Axle Camber

— The camber built into the axle at the manufacturing plant
— With an unloaded axle
— The camber measured in minutes of angle (Note that 60
minutes equals one degree of angle.)
Table A: Camber Specifications

WARNING
Axle camber angle is not adjustable. Do not change the axle
camber angle or bend the axle beam. Bending the axle beam
to change camber angle can damage the axle and reduce axle
strength, and will void Meritor’s warranty. A bent axle beam
can also cause a vehicle accident and serious personal injury.
앫 Axle camber is defined as the inward or outward angle of the
tires with respect to vertical. With positive camber, the top of the
tires are farther apart than the bottom. Negative camber is the
opposite. Figure 8.15.
Figure 8.15

AXLE CAMBER,
SHOWN EXAGGERATED

VERTICAL

POSITIVE
CAMBER
ANGLE

Axle Model

Top-Center Hole

Camber (Minutes)

Cambered

with

+20/+40

Non-Cambered

with

−2.5/+10

Non-Cambered

without

−5/+5

앫 Camber specifications detailed in Table A are for axles prior to
welding on suspension brackets. Note the following in regard to
bracket welding:
— The heat generated during bracket welding has been found
to induce up to four minutes of additional positive or negative
axle camber. This will cause an expansion of the camber
range for all the axles listed in Table A. For example, the
range for non-cambered axles without a top-center hole will
expand from −5/+5 to −9/+9.
— This information is provided for reference only since Meritor
cannot determine the effect on camber of every bracket weld
pattern.
— Refer to Section 7 for guidance on minimizing welding
distortion.

4003259a

앫 When a commercial alignment machine is used to measure the
camber of a trailer axle assembly installed onto a vehicle, the
measurement obtained is vehicle camber. Vehicle camber
includes the camber of the bare axle beam, as well as the effect
on camber of the following.

Figure 8.15

— Hub and bearing runouts
앫 Meritor builds both cambered and non-cambered trailer axles.
— Camber is currently available on crank axles and straight
axles with round cross sections.

— Wheel-end equipment end play
— Wheel and rim runouts
— Tire concentricity, as well as other factors

— Camber is not currently available on drop axles or straight
axles with rectangular cross sections.
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Meritor does not design, manufacture or sell all of these
components, and therefore, cannot provide vehicle camber
specifications. Contact the vehicle manufacturer for this information.

Axle Camber Measurement

7.

Set the dial indicator to ZERO. Rotate the axle 180 degrees
until the top of the axle is toward the bottom.

NOTE: Table B is based on an accurate measurement of five-inches
(127 mm) between points on the inner and outer bearing journals. If
this measurement is not exactly five-inches (127 mm), the axle
camber read from the chart will be incorrect.

1.

Remove the axle assembly from the trailer. Remove the
wheel-end equipment. Clean the beam and spindle area.

2.

Cut four pieces of 0.5-inch (12.7 mm) diameter rod to a length
of three-inches (76.2 mm). Grind a 0.1875-inch (4.8 mm) flat
side on the rods so they do not roll.

3.

Place a set of V-blocks on a stationary surface. Set the rods in
the V-blocks with the flat side down.

앫 If the stem of the dial indicator rises after rotation: The
axle camber is positive.

4.

Apply several drops of machine oil to the inner bearing journals
of the axle ends. Set the axle down so that its inner bearing
journals touch the rods.

앫 If the stem of the dial indicator lowers after rotation:
The axle camber is negative.

5.

Rotate the axle several turns. Adjust the rods until a single line
is marked on the inner bearing journals. Continue to rotate the
axle until the top of the axle is positioned exactly on top.

6.

At the top of the axle, measure exactly five-inches (127 mm)
from the line on the inner bearing journal to the outer bearing
journal. Mount a dial indicator so that the stem measures
vertical run out. Figure 8.16.

Figure 8.16

TOP OF
AXLE

INNER BEARING
JOURNAL

5"

DRILL ROD
V-BLOCKS

8.

앫 If the dial indicator reading does not change after
rotation: The axle camber is ZERO.
Table B: Axle Camber
Dial Indicator
Reading (Inches)

Axle Camber
(Minutes)

0.0000

0

0.0145

5

0.0291

10

0.0436

15

0.0582

20

0.0727

25

0.0873

30

0.1018

35

0.1163

40

0.1309

45

0.1454

50

0.1600

55

0.1745

60

9.
OUTER BEARING JOURNAL

Read the dial indicator and use Table B to convert this reading
into axle camber. For example, a dial indicator reading of
0.0727-inch converts to 25 minutes of axle camber.

Check the camber on the opposite end of the axle using the
same procedure.

4003260a
Figure 8.16
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Axle Toe

Table C: Toe Specifications

WARNING
Axle angle is not adjustable. Do not change the axle toe angle
or bend the axle beam. Bending the axle beam to change toe
angle can damage the axle and reduce axle strength, and will
void Meritor’s warranty. A bent axle beam can also cause a
vehicle accident and serious personal injury.
앫 Axle toe is defined as the inward and outward angle of the tires
with respect to horizontal. With toe-in, the front of the tires are
closer together than the rear. Toe-out is the opposite.
Figure 8.17.
Figure 8.17

AXLE TOE,
SHOWN EXAGGERATED

Toe-In (minutes)

Toe-Out
(minutes)

With

2.5

2.5

Without

5.0

5.0

앫 Toe specifications detailed in Table C are for axles prior to
welding on suspension brackets. Note the following in regard to
bracket welding.
— The heat generated during bracket welding has been found
to induce up to three minutes of additional toe-in and toe-out.
This will cause an expansion of the toe range for all the axles
listed in Table C. For example, the range for axles without a
top-center hole will expand from five minutes toe-in and
toe-out to eight minutes toe-in and toe-out.
— This information is provided for reference only since Meritor
cannot determine the effect on toe of every bracket weld
pattern.

VEHICLE
CENTERLINE
KINGPIN

Top-Center Hole

STRAIGHT
AHEAD

— Refer to Section 7 for guidance on minimizing welding
distortion.
TOE-OUT
ANGLE

앫 Note the following with respect to axles built with and without a
top-center hole.
— Axles built without a top-center hole are manufactured with a
toe tolerance centered around zero toe. On the positive side,
this tolerance allows the axle to be rotated 180 degrees
during installation. On the negative side, this tolerance can
compromise the position of the tires with respect to achieving
maximum tire life.

4003261a
Figure 8.17

앫 Trailer axle toe specifications are detailed in Table C. This data is
for the following.
— The toe built into the axle at the manufacturing plant
— With an unloaded axle
— The toe measured in minutes of angle (Note that 60 minutes
equals one degree of angle.)

— Note that it is especially important to ensure that axles built
without a top-center hole are oriented correctly, since tires
installed onto these axles will be more susceptible to tire
wear due to axle misalignment.
앫 When a commercial alignment machine is used to measure the
toe of a trailer axle assembly installed onto a vehicle, the
measurement obtained is vehicle toe. Vehicle toe includes the
toe of the bare axle beam, as well as the effect on toe of the
following.
— Hub and bearing runouts
— Wheel-end equipment end play
— Wheel and rim runouts
— Tire concentricity, as well as other factors
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Meritor does not design, manufacture, or sell all of these
components, and therefore, cannot provide vehicle toe
specifications. Contact the vehicle manufacturer for this
information.

Figure 8.19

TOP OF
AXLE

앫 Excessive axle toe is generally due to a spindle bent from a tire
impact. The wheel position shown to sustain the most impacts is
the curbside front. Since tire impacts are an individual incident
generally occurring at only one wheel position at a time,
excessive axle toe is often isolated to a single wheel position.

MOUNT TO
FRONT OF
AXLE

5.0"

FRONT
OF AXLE

DRILL ROD
V-BLOCKS
OUTER BEARING JOURNAL

앫 Axles bent beyond the recommended axle toe limits should be
replaced since any attempt to reshape them by bending could
cause fractures.
앫 A trailer in which the curbside front spindle has been bent into an
excessive toe-out condition is shown in Figure 8.18. If this bent
axle is oriented so the “A” and “B” dimensions are equal:

SPINDLE

— The excessive curbside toe will be equalized between both
sides of the trailer. Tire wear due to toe will then be equalized
between both sides of the trailer.
— The axle track line will be directed away from the centerline
of the trailer, causing a “dog tracking” condition.

INNER
BEARING
JOURNAL

FRONT
OF AXLE
4003263a
Figure 8.19

3.
Figure 8.18

Set the dial indicator to ZERO. Rotate the axle 180 degrees
until the front of the axle is toward the rear.

SPINDLE BENT BY IMPACT

TRAILER
CENTERLINE

NOTE: Table D is based on an accurate measurement of five-inches
(127 mm) between points on the inner and outer bearing journals. If
this measurement is not exactly five-inches (127 mm), the axle toe
read from the chart will be incorrect.

A

KINGPIN

4.
B

CORRECTLY ORIENTED SPINDLE
4003262a
Figure 8.18

Axle Toe Measurement with Axle Off the
Vehicle
1.

Prepare the axle as outlined in Step 1 through Step 5 of the
axle camber measurement procedure in this section.

2.

At the front of the axle, measure exactly five-inches (127 mm)
from the line on the inner bearing journal to the outer bearing
journal. Mount a dial indicator so that the stem measures
horizontal runout. Figure 8.19.

Read the dial indicator and use Table D to convert this reading
into axle toe. For example, a dial indicator reading of
0.0175-inch converts to six minutes of axle toe.
앫 If the stem of the dial indicator moves BACKWARD
after rotation: The axle is toed-in.
앫 If the stem of the dial indicator moves FORWARD after
rotation: The axle is toed-out.
앫 If the dial indicator does not change after rotation: Axle
toe is ZERO.
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Table D: Axle Toe

Figure 8.20

Dial Indicator Reading (Inches)

Axle Toe (Minutes)

0.0000

0

0.0058

2

0.0116

4

0.0175

6

0.0233

8

0.0291

10

0.0349

12

0.0407

14

0.0465

16

0.0524

18

0.0582

20

0.0640

22

0.0698

24

0.0756

26

0.0815

28

0.0873

30

STRIPE

TRAMMEL BAR

5.

Check toe on the opposite end of the axle using the same
procedure.

4012762a

Figure 8.20

3.

Lower the trailer. Prepare the suspension by positioning the
trailer on a level floor and moving it forward and backward
several times in a straight line. Make sure the last movement is
forward.

4.

Measure the distance between the lines at the front of the tires
at the spindle level. Take the same measurement at the rear of
the tires. Subtract the measurements to obtain axle and wheel
assembly toe.
앫 If the front of the tires are closer together than the
rear: The axle and wheel assembly is toed-in.
앫 If the front tires are farther apart than the rear: The axle
and wheel assembly is toed-out.

Axle Toe Measurement with Axle On the
Vehicle

앫 If the measurements are the same: The axle and wheel
assembly is ZERO.

Meritor provides the following approved method for measuring axle
and wheel assembly toe. This measurement includes the toe of the
axle beam and the following items:

Table E shows the axle and wheel assembly toe of a trailer axle
fitted with 40-inch (101.6 cm) diameter tires which is within
axle toe specification. If the toe lies outside the range of this
table, and axle toe is within specification, then other
components are responsible for the difference.

앫 Hub and bearing runouts
앫 Wheel-end equipment end play

Table E: Toe Specifications for Axle and Wheel Assembly

앫 Wheel and rim runouts
앫 Tire concentricity
1.

2.
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Raise the trailer so the tires are off the ground, then paint a
stripe around the outermost roadside and curbside tires on the
dual wheel set. The stripe should be located at the center of
the tires, around the entire circumference.
Put a trammel bar on the center of the paint stripes on each
tire. Rotate each tire one complete revolution to mark a line on
the tire outer surface. Figure 8.20.
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Toe-In

Toe-Out

Trailer Axle without
Welded-On Suspension
Brackets

0.0625 inch
(1.58 mm)

0.0625 inch
(1.58 mm)

Trailer Axle with
Welded-On Suspension
Brackets

0.125 inch
(3.2 mm)

0.125 inch
(3.2 mm)

9 Conventional Wheel-End Equipment

Hazard Alert Messages
9 Conventional Wheel-End Equipment

Figure 9.2

AXLE
SPINDLE

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform maintenance or service.
UNITIZED HUB
ASSEMBLY

Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.
When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

Guidelines
Trailer axles may be built either with conventional or unitized wheel
ends.

4003265b

Figure 9.2

WARNING
There are two basic wheel bearing adjustment procedures for
Meritor axles: The POSITIVE adjustment procedure and the
MANUAL adjustment procedure. You must use the correct
wheel bearing adjustment procedures for the type of axle that
you are servicing. Loss of wheel-end components, serious
personal injury and damage to components can occur if you
use the incorrect adjustment procedure on an axle.

앫 With conventional wheel ends, the hub, seal, lubricant and
bearings are installed as separate components. Figure 9.1.

For more information on the unitized hub assembly, refer to
Maintenance Manual MM-0420, Trailer Axles with Unitized Wheel
Ends. To obtain this publication, refer to the Service Notes page on
the front inside cover of this manual.

앫 With unitized wheel ends, these components are installed as an
assembly. Figure 9.2.

Axle Spindle Thread Information
Refer to the following for Meritor spindle thread diameters.
Figure 9.3.

Figure 9.1

OUTER
BEARING CUP

INNER
BEARING CUP
Figure 9.3

OIL
SEAL
SPINDLE
THREAD
DIAMETER

OUTER
BEARING
CONE

HUB

INNER
BEARING
CONE

AXLE
SPINDLE
4003264b

Figure 9.1

4013687a
Figure 9.3
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Figure 9.4

Spindle Thread Diameter (Inches)
Axle Model

Manual

TN, TQ, RN, RQ

2 5/8

TP

3 1/2*

TR

3 1/4

TB

3 1/2

TL

82 mm

ADJUSTMENT
HOLES

*One exception to the smaller thread size is the manual adjust TP
axle model which was built for a short time with 3.25-inch
threads. Therefore, for TP model axles, use one of the other
methods for identifying the adjustment method.

4003271a
Figure 9.4

WP Axles
Meritor builds, on a contract basis, a trailer axle for Wabash
National, a trailer component equipment manufacturer. This model
can be recognized by:
앫 The model number starts with “WP”.
앫 The spindle, consisting of a “TP” style axle drilled with three
adjustment holes. Figure 9.4.

Note that the wheel-end configuration for this model was designed,
tested and assembled by Wabash National. Therefore, bearing
adjustment procedures for this model are not provided in this
manual. Contact Wabash National for this information.

Bearings
The correct bearings to use on various trailer axle models are
tabulated below in either Anti-friction Bearing Manufacturers
Association (AFBMA) or Meritor part numbers.

WARNING
You must use the correct wheel bearing adjustment
procedures for the type of axle that you are servicing. Loss of
wheel-end components, serious personal injury and damage
to components can occur if you use the incorrect adjustment
procedure on an axle.
Table F: Trailer Axle Bearings
Inner

Outer

Axle Series

Cup

Cone

Cup

Cone

TN/TQ

HM218210

HM218248

HM212011

HM212049

RN/RQ

HM218210

HM218248

HM212011

HM212049

TP

HM518410

HM518445

HM518410

HM518445

TR

592A

594A

572

580

Do not use a bearing if a question exists regarding whether bearing
is appropriate for this service.
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Discard the bearing cup or cone if the number stamped into these
parts cannot be read. Figure 9.5.

9 Conventional Wheel-End Equipment

Figure 9.5

Figure 9.7

SPOKE WHEEL SYSTEM
SPOKE WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

NUTS AND
CLAMPS

AXLE
BEARING
CUP
NUMBER

BRAKE
DRUM

4003272a

TIRES, RIMS
AND SPACER

4013684a

Figure 9.7

Figure 9.5

WARNING
Replace the cups and cones as an assembly. For example, if a cone
must be replaced, also replace the matching cup.
Do not mix the bearing cups and cones from different
manufacturers.

Hubs and Spoke Wheels

You must use the correct wheel bearing adjustment
procedures for the type of axle that you are servicing. Loss of
wheel-end components, serious personal injury and damage
to components can occur if you use the incorrect adjustment
procedure on an axle.

Disc Wheel Equipment

Manual bearing adjustment is available on trailer axles fitted with
either disc or spoke wheel-end equipment. Figure 9.6 and
Figure 9.7.

Disc wheel equipment incorporates a hub that is mounted onto the
axle spindle. Brake drums and tire-wheel assemblies or brake rotors
and tire-wheel assemblies are then fastened to this hub. Figure 9.8.

Figure 9.6

Figure 9.8

DISC WHEEL SYSTEM
AXLE

WHEEL
STUD

DISC WHEEL SYSTEM

HUB

BRAKE
DRUM

TIRE AND
WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

AXLE

NUT

WHEEL
STUD

4003273b

HUB

BRAKE
DRUM

TIRE AND
WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

NUT
4003273b

Figure 9.6
Figure 9.8

Brake drums used on disc wheel equipment may be mounted either
inboard or outboard of the hub flange.
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앫 On inboard-mounted drums: With this configuration, the brake
drum is mounted inboard of the hub flange. Therefore, the hub
must be removed prior to removing the brake drum. The main
disadvantage of this design is that wheel-end bearings, seals
and lubricant must be disturbed during brake maintenance.
Figure 9.9.
Figure 9.9

앫 Brake rotors are always mounted inboard of the hub. Therefore,
the hub must be removed prior to removing the brake rotor, thus
disturbing bearings, seals and lubricant. Figure 9.11. Note,
however, that the Meritor EX225L plus air disc brake design
allows brake linings to be replaced without removing the hub.
For more information, refer to Maintenance Manual 4M, Air Disc
Brakes. To obtain this publication, refer to the Service Notes
page on the front inside cover of this manual.

INBOARD-MOUNTED DRUM
HUB
FLANGE

BRAKE
DRUM

HUB
COMPONENTS

Figure 9.11

DISC WHEEL SYSTEM
WITH DISC BRAKE

4003275b

Figure 9.9

앫 On outboard-mounted drums: With this configuration, the
brake drum is mounted outboard of the hub flange. Therefore,
the hub can remain in place when removing the brake drum. The
main advantage of this design is that wheel-end bearings, seals
and lubricant can remain in place during brake maintenance.
Figure 9.10.
Figure 9.10

OUTBOARD-MOUNTED
DRUM

4013685a
Figure 9.11

앫 Do not mix hub-piloted and stud-piloted wheel-end
equipment. Mixing this equipment can result in damage to
the wheel end and serious personal injury.
Two mounting methods are available for installing tire-wheel
assemblies onto the disc wheel equipment. Hardware for these
two mounting systems should never be mixed.

Stud Pilot

HUB
FLANGE

BRAKE
DRUM

Figure 9.10
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4003276b

With this method, the tire-wheel assembly is centered on hub by
piloting the spherical radii built into the mounting nuts into a
matching spherical radii machined into the wheel. A separate nut is
required for each wheel at each stud location. Thus, single wheels
require a single nut at each stud and dual wheels require two nuts at
each stud. This method incorporates ball seat nuts, designed to use
right- and left-hand threads on opposite sides of the vehicle.
Figure 9.12.

9 Conventional Wheel-End Equipment

Figure 9.12

Figure 9.13

STUD-PILOT
INNER WHEEL

SPHERICAL
RADII

HUB-PILOT
INNER WHEEL

OUTER WHEEL
OUTER NUT —
PILOT'S OUTER
WHEEL

OUTER WHEEL

STRAIGHT HOLE
NO TAPER

STUD

STUD
INNER NUT —
PILOT'S INNER
WHEEL

FLANGE NUT
HUB PILOTS
BOTH WHEELS
4003279a

BALL SEAT NUT

4003278a

Figure 9.12

Figure 9.13

Hub Pilot

Spoke Wheel Equipment

With this method, the tire-wheel assembly is centered on the hub by
piloting the wheel over a pilot diameter machined into the hub. Only
a single nut is required at each stud location regardless of whether
single or dual wheels are used. This method incorporates flange
nuts which are designed to use only metric right hand threads on
both side of the vehicle. Figure 9.13.

Spoke wheel equipment incorporates a cast hub built with either
three, five or six spokes that mounts onto the spindle. Brake drums
or rotors are bolted to the wheel, and tire-rim assemblies are
mounted to the wheel using rim spacers, clamps and nuts.
Figure 9.14.
Figure 9.14

SPOKE WHEEL EQUIPMENT
SPOKE WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

RIM NUTS
AND CLAMPS

AXLE

BRAKE
DRUM

TIRES, RIMS
AND SPACER

4013686a

Figure 9.14

Brake drums or rotors are always mounted on the inboard side of
the wheel. To remove this equipment, the hub must be removed,
thus disturbing the bearings and seals.
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Hazard Alert Messages
10 Manual Bearing Adjustment

Read and observe the Warning and Caution hazard alert messages
in this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

앫 To help ensure that a correct bearing adjustment can be
achieved, be sure to do the following prior to performing this
adjustment:
A.

Release the brakes.

B.

Inspect the wheel-end equipment, especially the axle and
wheel retention hardware threads.

C.

Repair or replace any damaged parts as detailed in Section
4.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.

앫 Wheel-end components can wear, causing correctly adjusted
bearings to loosen. Wheel bearing end play should therefore be
periodically checked and re-adjusted if necessary.

When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

앫 When installing spoke wheels onto Meritor trailer axles, Meritor
requires that the wheel rim clamps be tightened prior to
adjusting wheel bearings. This helps eliminate excessive bearing
and spindle stresses resulting from wheel clamping pressures.
Figure 10.2.

앫 The procedures detailed in this section apply to both grease and
oil lubricated wheel ends.

Adjustment
Figure 10.2

Manual Bearing Adjustment

RIM CLAMPS MUST BE
TIGHTENED PRIOR TO
BEARING ADJUSTMENT

앫 Manual bearing adjustment is the current production standard.
The goal of this procedure is to obtain a wheel bearing end play
of 0.001-0.005-inch (0.025-0.127 mm). This is achieved by
first tightening the adjusting nut against the bearing cone, then
backing it off a prescribed amount. Figure 10.1.
Figure 10.1

4013666a
Figure 10.2

Note that this only applies when the entire wheel end is
disassembled. If only the rim clamps are removed as is
necessary when replacing a flat tire, a new bearing adjustment is
not necessary if rim clamp fasteners are retightened in the
correct sequence and with the correct torque.

ADJUSTING
NUT AGAINST
BEARING CONE
4013665a
Figure 10.1
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앫 Meritor TP-89159 details wheel bearing adjustment procedures.
To obtain this publication, refer to the Service Notes page on the
front inside cover of this manual.
앫 Use the correct size socket to remove or install the spindle nuts.
Figure 10.3.

10 Manual Bearing Adjustment

앫 A set screw was not used on an earlier manual adjust TP axle
model.

Figure 10.3

앫 A bendable tab lock washer, rather than a set screw, is used on
the current production TR axle model.
Use the following procedure to adjust the wheel bearings.
1.

4003284a

Install the adjusting nut so that the pin on the nut faces away
from the wheel-end equipment. Tighten the nut to 200 lb-ft
(271 N폷m) while rotating the hub assembly. Figure 10.5. @

Figure 10.5

QUICK REFERENCE
ADJUSTING NUT
INSTALLATION

Figure 10.3

WARNING

1. Tighten nut
to 200 lb-ft
(271 N•m). T
2. Loosen nut
completely,
then tighten
nut to
50 lb-ft
(68 N•m). T
3. Loosen nut
1/6 to 1/4 turn.

Use the correct sockets when you remove and install axle
spindle nuts. Do not try to remove the spindle nuts by striking
them with a hammer or by striking a chisel or other tool that
has been placed against the spindle nuts to loosen them. Loss
of wheel-end components, serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.

Double Nut Adjustment Procedure
The most common version of the double nut design consists of an
adjusting nut, lock washer, jam nut and set screw. Figure 10.4.

4003286c
Figure 10.5

Figure 10.4

ADJUSTING
NUT

JAM
NUT
SET
SCREW

LOCK
WASHER

2.

Completely loosen the nut, then tighten it to 50 lb-ft (68 N폷m)
while rotating the wheel end. @

3.

Loosen the nut 1/6 to 1/4 turn. Do not include socket backlash
in the 1/6 to 1/4 turn.

4.

Install the lock washer. If the hole in the washer is not aligned
with the adjusting nut pin, remove the washer, turn it around
and reinstall. The pin and hole should now be aligned. If not,
slightly adjust the parts to align them. Figure 10.6.

4003285c

Figure 10.4

Other versions of the double nut design are either currently available
or were available in the past.
앫 A washer was installed before the adjusting nut on an earlier
version of the manual adjust TP axle model.
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B.

Figure 10.6

PIN AND
HOLE NOT
ALIGNED

PIN AND
HOLE
ALIGNED

Slightly rotate the wheel end in both directions while
pushing inward until the dial indicator does not change.
Set the dial indicator to ZERO. Figure 10.8.

Figure 10.8

TURN LOCK
WASHER AROUND

ADJUSTING
NUT
4003287b

Figure 10.6

5.

Install the jam nut and tighten the nut to 200-300 lb-ft
(271-407 N폷m). @
4003289a

CAUTION
Too loose an adjustment will reduce bearing life, increase
spindle wear and cause seal leaks. Too tight an adjustment
will reduce bearing life and increase spindle wear. Extremely
tight adjustments can cause complete bearing failure and
possible loss of wheel-end equipment.
6.

Check the wheel bearing end play as follows.
A.

Figure 10.8

C.

Slightly rotate the wheel end in both directions while
pulling outward until the dial indicator does not change.
Figure 10.9.

Figure 10.9

Attach the magnetic base of a dial indicator to the spindle.
Touch the dial indicator stem to the hubcap gasket face.
Figure 10.7.

Figure 10.7

4003290a
Figure 10.9

D.
4003288a
Figure 10.7
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End play is the difference between the two readings.

10 Manual Bearing Adjustment

WARNING

Figure 10.11

TAB

You must adjust wheel bearing end play to within
0.001-0.005-inch (0.025-0.127 mm). An adjustment that is too
loose will reduce wheel-end bearing life, increase spindle
wear and cause seal leakage. An adjustment that is too tight
can affect wheel-end bearing performance. Loss of wheel-end
components, serious personal injury and damage to
components can result.
7.

If end play falls within 0.001-0.005-inch (0.025-0.127 mm),
go to Step 8.
If end play does not meet this requirement:

TAB

A.

Remove the jam nut and lock washer.

B.

Tighten or loosen the adjusting nut as required to achieve
the correct end play.

4003292a

Figure 10.11

8.

C.

Install the lock washer.

D.

Tighten the jam nut to 200-300 lb-ft (272-408 N•m). @

E.

Check end play.

F.

Continue to adjust until end play meets specifications.
Then go to Step 8.

Single Nut Adjustment Procedure
The Meritor single nut model consisting of a washer, castellated nut
and cotter pin is no longer in production. It was available on manual
adjust TP model axles. Figure 10.12.
Figure 10.12

TWO COTTER PIN HOLES

Using an Allen wrench, tighten the set screw into the lock
washer until it is seated. Figure 10.10. If the axle is fitted with
the bendable tab lock washer, bend two tabs over opposite
flats of the jam nut. Figure 10.11.

WASHER,
NO HOLES

Figure 10.10

COTTER
PIN

CASTELLATED
NUT

4003293a

Figure 10.12

Use the following procedure to adjust the wheel bearings.
1.

Install the washer and castellated nut. Tighten the nut to
200 lb-ft (271 N폷m) while rotating the wheel end in both
directions. Figure 10.13. @

4003291a
Figure 10.10
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Figure 10.13

QUICK REFERENCE
CASTELLATED NUT
INSTALLATION
1. Tighten nut
to 200 lb-ft
(271 N•m). T
2. Loosen nut
completely
then tighten
nut to
50 lb-ft
(68 N•m). T
3. Loosen nut
1/8 to 1/6
turn.

A.

Remove the cotter pin.

B.

Tighten or loosen the castellated nut as required to
achieve the correct end play.

C.

Install the cotter pin.

D.

Check end play.

E.

Continue to adjust until the end play meets specifications.
Then go to Step 6.

CAUTION
When you install a new cotter pin into the axle spindle hole,
only bend one leg of the pin 90 degrees. If you bend both
cotter pin legs in the same direction, the cotter pin can fall out
of the spindle. Damage to components can result.

4003294c

6.
Figure 10.13

2.

Completely loosen the nut, then tighten it to 50 lb-ft (68 N폷m)
while rotating the wheel end in both directions. @

3.

Loosen the nut 1/8 to 1/6 turn. Do not include socket backlash
in the 1/8 to 1/6 turn.

CAUTION
Always replace used cotter pins with new ones when servicing
the axle spindle. Do not reuse cotter pins after removing them.
Discard used cotter pins. When removed for maintenance or
service, cotter pins can be bent or “gapped apart” and can
lose retention. Damage to components can result.
4.

Install a new cotter pin into the axle spindle hole, but do not
bend.

Single-to-Double Nut Conversion
The single nut design can be converted to the double nut by simply
removing the single nut equipment and replacing with the correct
double nut equipment. Conversions in the other direction are not
recommended since the axle will not have a hole for the cotter pin.

Single Nut Spring Clip Retainer Installation
WARNING
Follow the installation steps exactly as provided by the
respective advance bearing nut manufacturer. Failure to follow
the instructions can cause the wheel to come off, resulting in
serious personal injury.

WARNING
You must adjust wheel bearing end play to within
0.001-0.005-inch (0.025-0.127 mm). An adjustment that is too
loose will reduce wheel-end bearing life, increase spindle
wear and cause seal leakage. An adjustment that is too tight
can affect wheel-end bearing performance. Loss of wheel-end
components, serious personal injury and damage to
components can result.
5.

Check the end play using procedure detailed in this section. If
end play falls within 0.001-0.005-inch (0.025-0.127 mm), go
to Step 6.
If end play does not meet this requirement:
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Bend one leg of the cotter pin 90 degrees. Do not bend both
legs. If both legs are bent in the same direction, the cotter pin
could fall out.

CAUTION
Do not bend or manipulate keyway tang in any way. Doing so
may cause the tang to break off in service.
1.

Remove the retainer ring from the nut. Use a screwdriver to
carefully pry the retainer arm from the nut groove on each side
until the retainer ring is released. Figure 10.14.

10 Manual Bearing Adjustment

9.

Figure 10.14

LOCK NUT

Inspect the retaining ring for correct installation. The notches
must be completely hidden in the nut groove to ensure correct
retainer engagement.
앫 Verify that the keeper tab and keeper arms are fully seated
into the undercut groove.

RETAINER
RING

앫 Inspect the keyway tang to ensure it does not contact the
bottom of the keyway.
OUTBOARD

4012746a
Figure 10.14

2.

Thread the nut onto the axle until hand tight against the outer
bearing.

3.

Using a torque wrench, tighten the nut to 200 lb-ft (271 N폷m).
Rotate the wheel at least one full rotation, either direction. @

4.

Back the nut off 1 full turn.

NOTE: Do NOT touch the hub.
5.

Using a torque wrench, tighten the nut to 100 lb-ft (135 N폷m).
Spin the wheel at least one full rotation, either direction. @

6.

Back the nut off as follows.

TN/TQ

1/4 Turn

TP

1/8 Turn

TR

1/8 Turn

7.

Install the retainer ring. First insert the center tab into groove of
the nut by holding the retainer at an angle to the nut while
engaging the key in the axle keyway. Next, squeeze each end
finger tab to engage the notched end tabs into the nut groove,
one at a time.

8.

Verify the end play is 0.001-0.005-inch (0.0254-0.127 mm).
앫 If the end play is not within specification: Remove the
retainer ring and nut and repeat the installation procedure
until the correct end play is achieved.
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11 Cam Brakes

Important Information

Cam Brakes

Meritor automatic slack adjusters (ASAs) should not need to be
manually adjusted in service. ASAs should not have to be adjusted
to correct excessive pushrod stroke. The excessive stroke may be
an indication that a problem exists with the foundation brake, ASA,
brake actuator or other system components.

Repair kits are available from Meritor Aftermarket Services and can
be found in Meritor’s Parts Book PB-8857, Brake, Trailer and Wheel
Attaching Parts. To obtain this publication, refer to the Service Notes
page on the front inside cover of this manual. To obtain kits, call
Meritor’s Commercial Vehicle Aftermarket at 888-725-9355.

Meritor recommends troubleshooting the problem, replacing
suspect components and then confirming proper brake operation
prior to returning the vehicle into service.

Components

In the event that a manual adjustment must be made (although not a
common practice), a service appointment and full foundation brake,
ASA, and other system component inspection should be conducted
as soon as possible to ensure integrity of the overall brake system.

A trailer axle equipped with cam brakes is shown in Figure 11.1.
Reference will be made in this section to the highlighted
components.

For Meritor brake adjustment, refer to the brake adjustment tables
in this manual. For non-Meritor brake adjusters, refer to the brake
manufacturer’s service procedures.

Trailer Axles with Cam Brakes

Figure 11.1

BRAKE
SHOES

CAM
SHAFT

AIR
CHAMBER

Hazard Alert Messages
Read and observe the Warning and Caution hazard alert messages
in this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform vehicle maintenance or service.

BUSHINGSLACK END
OF CAM
BUSHINGSPIDER END
OF CAM

SLACK
ADJUSTER

DRUM

SPIDER

4003302b

Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.

Spiders

When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

A forged spider model was in use prior to stamped spiders. Forged
spiders are no longer in production except for the 12.25” cam brake
application. Figure 11.2.

ASBESTOS AND NON-ASBESTOS
FIBERS WARNING
Some brake linings contain asbestos fibers, a cancer and lung
disease hazard. Some brake linings contain non-asbestos
fibers, whose long-term effects to health are unknown. You
must use caution when you handle both asbestos and
non-asbestos materials.
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Figure 11.1

Brake spiders are welded to the axle just inboard of the spindle.
Three models may be encountered.

11 Cam Brakes

Figure 11.2

Figure 11.4

FORGED SPIDER

STAMPED SPIDER

4015053a

WITHOUT
HOLES
4003305b

Figure 11.2

A stamped spider with four holes is the current production standard.
Figure 11.3.

Figure 11.4

On some stamped spider models, a retainer is pressed into a hole in
the spider and then welded in place. This retainer is designed to
hold the cam bushings. The stamped spider models without holes
and with four holes use different retainers. Figure 11.5.

Figure 11.3

STAMPED SPIDER

Figure 11.5

STAMPED SPIDER
WITHOUT HOLES
WITH HOLES

GREASE
FITTING
FOUR
HOLES
4003304b

GREASE
FITTING

2-1/2"
RETAINER
HOLE

2-3/8"
RETAINER
HOLE

Figure 11.3

4003306b

A stamped spider without holes is no longer in production. This
model was replaced by the model with four holes. Figure 11.4.

Figure 11.5

Cam Bushings
Cam bushings are installed at the spider and slack adjuster ends of
the cam.
Three bushings may be encountered at the spider.
앫 A plastic sleeve bushing can be installed onto all three spider
models. Note that a steel sleeve is pressed into the spider before
this bushing is installed. Figure 11.6.
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Figure 11.6

Figure 11.8

STEEL
SLEEVE

PLASTIC
BUSHING

RETAINER

CAP SCREW,
FOUR
REQUIRED

4003307a
Figure 11.6

BOLT-ON
BUSHING

앫 A metal sleeve bushing can be installed onto all three spider
models. Figure 11.7.

4003309b

Figure 11.8
Figure 11.7

Two bushing models may be encountered at the slack.
앫 The current production arrangement consists of a bushing with a
straight grease fitting installed onto a camshaft bracket with a
slotted hole. When assembled, the grease fitting is oriented
away from the slack adjuster. Figure 11.9.
Figure 11.9

SLOTTED HOLE

RETAINER

METAL
BUSHING
AXLE

4003308a

BUSHING
CAMSHAFT BRACKET

Figure 11.7

앫 A bolt-on retainer and bushing assembly can only be installed
onto the stamped spider with four holes. Figure 11.8.
GREASE FITTING

4015054a

Figure 11.9
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앫 An arrangement used in the past consists of a bushing with a
90-degree grease fitting installed onto a camshaft bracket with a
round hole. When assembled, the grease fitting is oriented
toward the slack adjuster. Figure 11.10.

Figure 11.11

JOURNAL

Figure 11.10

ROUND HOLE

“A”
(inches)

A
Non-heattreated

1.78

Heat-treated

2.075

AXLE
JOURNAL

4003312a
Figure 11.11

BUSHING

CAMSHAFT BRACKET

The correct cam and bushing match-ups are as follows:
앫 Cams with non-heat-treated journals are used with plastic sleeve
bushings. Figure 11.12.
Figure 11.12

SPIDER
CAM

GREASE FITTING

4015055a

Figure 11.10

1.78"
BUSHING
JOURNAL

NOTE: The bushing with the 90-degree grease fitting will fit either
of the camshaft bracket designs. The bushing with the straight
grease fitting will not fit the camshaft bracket with the round hole.

4003313a

Figure 11.12

Camshafts
Meritor camshafts are available with both heat-treated and
non-heat-treated journals. These two models can be identified by
the length of the journal. Figure 11.11.

앫 Cams with heat-treated journals are used with metal sleeve
bushings. A spacer washer is used to make up the difference in
width between the cam bushing and journal. Figure 11.13.
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Figure 11.13

Figure 11.15

2.075"
BUSHING
JOURNAL
SPIDER
CAM

V-TYPE AIR
CHAMBER
BRACKET

4003316b

Figure 11.15

SPACE
WASHER

4003314a

Figure 11.13

앫 Cams with heat-treated journals are used with bolt-on bushings.
Figure 11.14.

There are old and new versions of the “V-Type” bracket. Both make
provisions for the use of three different slack lengths as stamped
into the bracket. The new version was made standard in 1985.
Figure 11.16.
Figure 11.16

Figure 11.14

2.075"
BUSHING
JOURNAL
SPIDER

BRACKET IN
PRODUCTION FROM 1985

SIDE VIEW

MTEC6 – CHANNEL-TYPE
AIR CHAMBER BRACKET

SIDE VIEW

FASTENER
CAM

4013667a

Figure 11.16

4003315b
Figure 11.14

Air Chamber Brackets
Trailer axles are available with a variety of air chamber brackets.
Information on the three most popular models is provided below. For
information on other models, contact Meritor’s Commercial Vehicle
Aftermarket at 888-725-9355.
The most widely used bracket is the “V-Type.” Figure 11.15.
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Another popular type of bracket is the “MTec6-channel type”
bracket. Figure 11.16. There are two versions of this bracket; both
are structurally similar, but one is designed for MTec6 axles and
another for 5-inch diameter axles. Figure 11.17 and Figure 11.18
show the mounting of brackets on MTec6 axles with 5-inch and
6-inch O.D.

11 Cam Brakes

Figure 11.17

Figure 11.19

MTEC6 – CHANNEL-TYPE
AIR CHAMBER BRACKET
WITH 5" O.D. AXLE
4013669a
Figure 11.17

BRACKET WAS IN
PRODUCTION PRIOR TO 1985

SIDE VIEW
4013668a

Figure 11.19

Figure 11.18

Figure 11.20

AIR RIDE
CHANNEL-TYPE
BRACKET

MTEC6 – CHANNEL-TYPE
AIR CHAMBER BRACKET
WITH 6" O.D. AXLE
4012737a
4003318a

Figure 11.18
Figure 11.20

The three different slack lengths are obtained by installing the air
chamber mounting studs through the different hole combinations.
Refer to Table G.
Table G: Mounting Hole Combinations
Slack Adjuster Length
(inches)
Air Chamber Mounting
Position

New
Bracket

Old Bracket

Holes 1 and 2

5.0

5.5

Holes 1 and 4 or 2 and 3

5.5

6.0

Holes 3 and 4

6.0

6.5

Lastly, an air chamber bracket called “Air Ride Channel-Type” has
only a 5.5-inch and 6.0-inch slack adjuster length. Figure 11.19
and Figure 11.20.

Important Information
Meritor automatic slack adjusters (ASAs) should not need to be
manually adjusted in service. ASAs should not have to be adjusted
to correct excessive pushrod stroke. The excessive stroke may be
an indication that a problem exists with the foundation brake, ASA,
brake actuator or other system components.
Meritor recommends troubleshooting the problem, replacing
suspect components and then confirming proper brake operation
prior to returning the vehicle into service.
In the event that a manual adjustment must be made (although not a
common practice), a service appointment and full foundation brake,
ASA, and other system component inspection should be conducted
as soon as possible to ensure integrity of the overall brake system.
For Meritor brake adjustment, refer to the brake adjustment tables
in this manual. For non-Meritor brake adjusters, refer to the brake
manufacturer’s service procedures.
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Air Chambers and Slack Adjusters
When Meritor automatic slacks and cam brakes are installed onto a
trailer axle, there must be a 105-degree angle between the air
chamber push rod and the slack adjuster. Figure 11.21.
NOTE: This angle is with the service and spring brakes in the fully
released or “Brakes Off” position.

To use the template, insert the two slack adjuster clevis pins into the
matching template holes. Adjust the slack until the correct hole
aligns with the cam centerline. Figure 11.23. Detailed instructions
are in Maintenance Manual 4, Cam Brakes and Automatic Slack
Adjusters. To obtain this publication, refer to the Service Notes page
on the front inside cover of this manual.
Figure 11.23

Install both
clevis pins.

Figure 11.21

CAMSHAFT
CL

105˚ ± 1˚
Figure 11.21

Figure 11.23

CAUTION
Five different installation templates are available from Meritor.
These templates are designed to be used with specific model
brakes and are not interchangeable. If the correct template is
not used when adjusting the brakes, the slack adjuster will not
be correctly set-up and brake performance will be affected.
To set up the required 105-degree angle between the air chamber
push rod and the slack adjuster, use the tan-colored Meritor slack
adjuster template, Meritor part number TP-4787. Figure 11.22.
Figure 11.22

INSTALLATION TEMPLATE

ADJUST CLEVIS UNTIL SMALL CLEVIS PIN IS WITHIN SLOT
PLACE OVER LARGE CLEVIS PIN
SLACK ADJUSTER ARM LENGTH

5” 5.5” 6” 6.5”

4013670b
Figure 11.22
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To achieve the required 105-degree angle, the air chamber push
rod length must be correct. Table H details the correct length for
various combinations of axles, cam brakes and air chamber
brackets. Figure 11.24.
NOTE: These lengths are with the service and spring brakes in the
fully released or “Brakes Off” position.
If the air chamber is equipped with both service and spring sides,
the air chamber can be actuated (push rod pushed outward) either
by pressurizing the service side or allowing the parking brake spring
to actuate. The push rod measurement shown in Figure 11.24 is
made with the air chamber NOT actuated. Therefore, both of the
following must be done prior to making the measurement. No air
pressure should be applied to service side and the spring side of the
air chamber must be fully caged. These will ensure the brakes are
off.

11 Cam Brakes

Figure 11.24

Figure 11.25

PUSH ROD
LENGTH

4003322b
PUSH ROD

4003323a

Figure 11.24
Figure 11.25

Table H: Push Rod Length
Cam
Brake
Model

Air
Chamber
Bracket

Push Rod
Length
(Inches)

TN, TQ, TP,
TR, TT

16.5

“V Type”

5.75

TN, TQ, TP,
TR, TQD, TND

16.5

“Air Ride
Channel
Type”

4.25

Axle Model

16.5

“V Type”

5.25

TQC, TNC

16.5

“V Type”

5.09

TN, TQ

12.25

“V Type”

3.90

TN, TQ, TP,
TR

15

“V Type”

5.25

TN, TP 5”
Axle

16.5

MTec6
Channel
type for 5”
OD

7.06

MTec6
Channel
Type for 6”
OD

7.06

12.25
TN, TP 6”
Axle

16.5
15

앫 There must be at least 0.5-inch (12.7 mm) of thread
engagement between the clevis and push rod.
앫 The push rod must not extend through the clevis more than
0.125-inch (3.18 mm). Figure 11.26.
Figure 11.26

RN, RQ

15

The air chamber clevis must be assembled to the push rod as
follows.

MINIMUM 0.5"

6.62

MAXIMUM 0.125"

5.50

6.62
4003324a
Figure 11.26

It is acceptable to cut an air chamber push rod to length. Most
aftermarket air chambers have extra-long threaded push rods so
this can be done. Figure 11.25.

Q Series and Q+™ Brakes
Meritor trailer axles may be installed with either Q Series or Q+ cam
brakes.
Q+ brakes are designed to reduce maintenance costs by providing
thicker linings when compared to Q Series brakes. Figure 11.27 and
Figure 11.28.
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The equipment required for Q Series and Q+ brakes is detailed
below and shown in Table I.

Figure 11.27

앫 Camshafts — Q Series brakes can use either Q Series or Q+
camshafts. Q+ brakes must use Q+ camshafts in order to
accommodate the greater shoe travel as the thicker linings wear.
0.85"

Q PLUSTM

0.73"

Q SERIES

앫 Return Springs — Q Series brakes may use either standard or
heavy-duty return springs. Q+ brakes must use heavy-duty
return springs in order to accommodate the greater shoe travel
as the thicker linings wear.
앫 Brake Drums — Both Q and Q+ brakes use standard brake
drums.
4003325a

Figure 11.27

Figure 11.28

PLUS MARK INDICATES
“Q+ BRAKE TABLE”
4013671a
Figure 11.28
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Q Series and Q+ brake equipment can be identified as follows.
Figure 11.29.
Figure 11.29

Q SERIES

MERITOR
16.5 Q

Q PLUSTM

BULGE ON
WEB

PLUS SHAPED (+)
HOLES THROUGH
TABLE ON BOTH
SIDES OF WEB

NO BULGE
ON WEB

MERITOR 16.5
Q PLUS™ STAMPED
ON WEB 16.5" x 7"
Q PLUS™ SHOE
PART NUMBER
LOCATED HERE

MERITOR 16.5 Q
STAMPED ON WEB
16.5" x 7" Q SHOE

PART NUMBER
LOCATED HERE

MERITOR
16.5 Q PLUS™

1.378 DIA.

DEEPER POCKET

1.18 DIA.
16.5" Q CAM

16.5" Q PLUS™ CAM

4003326b

Figure 11.29

Since March 1995, Q+ camshafts have been standard on all trailer
axles built with 16.5 inch Q Series and Q+ brakes and 28-tooth
spline cams. This has reduced part numbers and eliminated the
need to replace cams during a Q Series-to-Q+ brake retrofit.
To retrofit from Q Series-to-Q+ brakes, refer to the procedure in this
section and then install the appropriate equipment. To obtain
maximum benefit from this retrofit, Meritor recommends that plastic
sleeve bushings be replaced with bolt-on bushings.

Cam Bushings at the Slack End
To replace the bushing at the slack end of the cam, remove and
replace the four fasteners, making sure to tighten them to
25-35 lb-ft (34-48 N폷m). Figure 11.30. @
Figure 11.30

CAMSHAFT BRACKET
BUSHING

Table I: Brake Equipment
Brake
Component

Q Series

Q+

Shoes

Q Series

Q+ or Q Series

Cam

Q Series or Q+

Q+

Return Springs

Standard or
Heavy-Duty

Heavy-Duty

Drums

Standard

Standard

Cam Bushings

CAMSHAFT
BRACKET
BUSHING
ASSEMBLY
SCREW (4)
4003327b
Figure 11.30

Refer to Section 4 for information regarding when to replace the
cam bushings.
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Cam Sleeve Bushings at the Spider End — Weld-on
Retainers
1.

B.

For metal bushings, drive the metal bushing out of the
retainer bore.

Remove the snap ring, then pull the camshaft from the axle.
Figure 11.32

2.

Remove all loose parts from the camshaft and retainer bore
including the grease seals and washers. Figure 11.31.

Figure 11.31

RETAINER
BORE

PLASTIC BUSHING ASSEMBLY

RETAINER
O-RING
DRIVER
4003329a
Figure 11.32

WASHER FOR
STAMPED
SPIDER OR
WASHER FOR
FORGED SPIDER

STEEL SLEEVE

SEAL
INNER

SNAP
RING

4.

Install the following components into the retainer.
A.

PLASTIC BUSHING

METAL BUSHING ASSEMBLY

For plastic bushings, drive a steel sleeve into the retainer
bore until it is flush with the outboard edge, tire side, of
the retainer. Verify that the slot in the steel sleeve lines up
with the grease fitting delivery hole. Then install the
plastic bushing. Figure 11.33.

Figure 11.33

TIRE
SLACK
ADJUSTER

WASHER
SEAL

METAL
BUSHING
SEAL
WASHER-SPACER

SNAP
RING

WASHER, AS NEEDED
4003328a
Figure 11.31

3.

Drive the following components out of the retainer bore. Verify
that the correct size driver is used and care is taken to ensure
the bore is not damaged. Figure 11.32.
A.

74

For plastic bushings, drive the steel sleeve out of the
retainer bore.
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Camshaft shown installed for reference only.
4003333a
Figure 11.33
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B.

For metal bushings, drive a metal bushing into the
retainer bore until it is centered in the retainer as detailed
below. Figure 11.34.

B.

For metal bushings, install two grease seals. Verify that
the seal lips face toward the slack adjuster and that the
seal bodies press against the metal bushing.
Figure 11.36.

Figure 11.34

Figure 11.36

METAL
BUSHING
CENTERED IN
RETAINER

SPIDER

TIRE
SLACK
ADJUSTER

0.29"

SLACK
ADJUSTER

TIRE

4003331a
Figure 11.34

5.

Install the grease seals. Be careful not to crimp or damage the
metal flange of the seals.
A.

For plastic bushings, install one grease seal. Verify that
the seal lip faces toward the slack adjuster and that the
seal body is pressed against the steel sleeve.
Figure 11.35.

Camshaft shown installed for reference only.
4003333a
Figure 11.36

NOTE: Cleaning the cam before installation will ensure that
bushings are not contaminated as the cam is pushed through them.

Figure 11.35

6.

Clean the entire camshaft, then grease the cam bushings and
journals.

7.

Install the following equipment onto camshaft, then install the
camshaft through the spider bushing.

SLACK
ADJUSTER

TIRE

For plastic bushings, install the cam head washer and
O-ring onto the camshaft.

B.

For metal bushings, install the cam head washer onto the
camshaft.

NOTE: The metal bushing replacement kit includes an optional
washer. If there is excessive axial end play, install the washer during
Step 8.
8.

Camshaft shown installed for reference only.

A.

Install the following equipment onto the camshaft and then
install the camshaft through the second bushing.

4003332a

A.
Figure 11.35

For plastic bushings, install the washer onto the
camshaft.
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B.
9.

For metal bushings, install the washer and spacer onto
the camshaft.

Install the snap ring. When the camshaft is correctly installed,
you should be able to turn it by hand.

4.

Use the pry bar to loosen and remove bolt-on bushing housing
from the spider. Figure 11.39.

Figure 11.39

10. Grease the cam bushings as detailed in the procedure in this
section.

Bolt-On Bushing Removal, Rebuild and
Reinstallation
1.

PRY BAR

Remove the snap ring, camshaft and washers. Figure 11.37.

Figure 11.37

4013706a

BOLT-ON BUSHING
HOUSING ASSEMBLY

Figure 11.39

SNAP
RING

WASHER

CAMSHAFT

OUTER
SEAL

INNER
SEAL

5.

Place the bolt-on bushing housing in a vise or other suitable
device to hold it securely when the seals and bushing are
removed. Figure 11.40.

Figure 11.40

BUSHING
HOUSING
RETAINING
BOLT

WASHER
4013745a

Figure 11.37

2.

Remove the four retaining bolts from bolt-on bushing housing.
Figure 11.37.

3.

Place the flat of a pry bar in the detent in the bolt-on bushing
housing. Figure 11.38.

4013699a
Figure 11.40

Figure 11.38

6.

DETENT

4013705a
Figure 11.38
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Remove the first seal. Figure 11.41.
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8.

Figure 11.41

Clean the inside surface of the housing. Figure 11.44.

Figure 11.44

4013707a
Figure 11.41

7.

4013694a
Figure 11.44

Use a suitable tool to drive the bushing and second seal out of
housing. Figure 11.42 and Figure 11.43.

9.

Insert a new bushing into the housing and use a driver to push
the bushing in until it is centered in the housing. Figure 11.45.

Figure 11.45

Figure 11.42

DRIVER

BUSHING

DRIVER

4013716a
Figure 11.45

4013708a

10. Check to ensure the grease outlet holes do not line up with the
zerk fitting. Adjust if necessary. Figure 11.46.

Figure 11.42

Figure 11.43

Figure 11.46

GREASE
FITTING

BUSHING
HOUSING
SEALS

GREASE
OUTLET
HOLE

4013709a
Figure 11.43

BUSHING

4013710a
Figure 11.46
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11. Place a new seal on the cam-head side of the housing with the
seal lip facing in towards the bushing. Figure 11.47.

Figure 11.49

Figure 11.47

SEAL LIP
FACING
BOTTOM
SIDE

4013698a
Figure 11.49

4013711a
Figure 11.47

13. Place the second new seal on the opposite side of the housing
with the seal lip facing out away from the bushing.
Figure 11.50.
Figure 11.50

SEAL LIP FACING OUT

12. Press the seal in until it is flush against the housing.
Figure 11.48 and Figure 11.49.
Figure 11.48

DRIVER

SEAL

4013713a

4013712a
Figure 11.48

Figure 11.50

14. Press the seal in until it is flush against the housing.
Figure 11.51 and Figure 11.52.
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16. Tighten the bolts to 25-35 lb-ft (34-48 N폷m) using a staggered
pattern to ensure the housing draws in evenly. Figure 11.54
and Figure 11.55.

Figure 11.51

DRIVER
Figure 11.54

SEAL

4013714a
Figure 11.51

4013704a
Figure 11.54

Figure 11.52

Figure 11.55

3
2

4
1

4013702b

4013700a

BOLT TIGHTENING SEQUENCE
Figure 11.52

Figure 11.55

15. Place the bolt-on bushing housing into position on the spider
and hand start the four retaining bolts and washers.
Figure 11.53.
Figure 11.53

17. Install the camshaft, washers and snap ring. Figure 11.37.

Replacing the Cam Without Removing the
Hub
On most trailer axles equipped with outboard-mounted brake drums
and bolt-on bushings, the camshaft and bolt-on bushing can be
removed without removing the hub. This allows service to be
performed on these components without disturbing the wheel-end
lubricant, bearings and seals.
Proceed as follows, using the assembly and disassembly
procedures as reference.

4013715a

1.

Remove the brake drum, slack adjuster and brake shoes.
Figure 11.56.

Figure 11.53
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Figure 11.56

Figure 11.58

AXLE AND HUB
ASSEMBLY
SCREWDRIVER

BRAKE DRUM

NUT
WHEEL STUD
4003337b
4003339a
Figure 11.56
Figure 11.58

2.

Remove the snap ring at the inboard side of the bushing
housing and the four capscrews from the bushing housing.
Figure 11.57.

4.

Move the camshaft head away from the centerline of the axle
so it clears the hub flange, then pull the camshaft from the
bushing housing. Figure 11.59.

Figure 11.57

BOLT-ON BUSHING
ASSEMBLY

Figure 11.59

CAPSCREWS (4)
SNAP RING

4003338b

Figure 11.57

3.

Pry the bushing housing out of the spider retainer hole.
Figure 11.58.

4003340a
Figure 11.59
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5.

Install the new bolt-on bushing housing and cam by reversing
the procedure.

6.

Tighten the four bolts to draw the bolt-on bushing housing into
its seated position. Figure 11.60.
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Figure 11.60

Figure 11.62

Remove weld in
four places.

4003341a
Figure 11.60

7.

RETAINER

SPIDER

Install the remaining components.
Stamped spider with four holes shown.
4003343a

Replacing the Weld-On Retainer
If the weld-on retainer used on the stamped spiders is either
damaged or worn, it can be replaced. Figure 11.61.
Figure 11.61

Figure 11.62

3.

Press the old retainer out of the spider with a C-clamp.

4.

Press a new retainer into the spider with a C-clamp.
Figure 11.63. Verify that the grease fitting is positioned
correctly. Figure 11.64.

Figure 11.63

4003342a
RETAINER
Figure 11.61

Although the two stamped spider designs use different weld-on
retainers, the replacement procedure is the same for both.
1.

Remove the camshaft assembly parts as detailed in this
section.

2.

Grind the welds that attach the retainer to the spider. Grind only
to the base metal of the spider. Position the grinding toward the
retainer, since this item will be scrapped. Figure 11.62.

4003344a
Figure 11.63
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앫 For stamped spiders with four holes: Use one of the following
two methods. Remove the plastic sleeve bushing and replace it
with a metal sleeve bushing. As an alternative method, remove
the plastic sleeve bushing and weld-on retainer and replace it
with a bolt-on bushing.

Figure 11.64

Weld in
four places.

Use the maintenance procedures detailed in this section to perform
these operations.
Whenever plastic sleeve bushings are replaced with a metal sleeve
bushing, Meritor recommends that the non-heat-treated cam be
replaced with a heat-treated cam. This will ensure that wear occurs
to the bushing, not the cam.
Whenever plastic bushings are replaced with a bolt-on bushing, the
non-heat-treated cam must be replaced with a heat-treated cam,
since the non-heat-treated cam will not fit the bolt-on bushing.

GREASE
FITTING

Stamped spider with four holes shown.
4003345a
Figure 11.64

5.

Weld the retainer in four places using AWS E70S3 or E70S6
electrodes. Each weld should have a 0.1875-inch (4.76 mm)
fillet and be 0.375-inch (9.52 mm) long. Figure 11.64.

6.

Replace the camshaft assembly parts using the procedures in
this section.

Upgrading the Bushing on the Spider End of
the Cam
If plastic sleeve bushings are installed at the spider end of the
camshaft, service life can be increased by replacing them with
metal bushings.
The equipment changes allowed depend on the spider model
installed onto the axle.
앫 For forged spiders: Remove the plastic sleeve bushing and
replace with the metal sleeve bushing.
앫 For stamped spiders without holes: Remove the plastic sleeve
bushing and replace with a metal sleeve bushing.
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Hazard Alert Messages

This wheel speed monitoring equipment consists of the following
components.

12 Anti-Lock Braking System

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

앫 Tooth Wheel — A 100 tooth wheel mounted to the hub or spoke
wheel. Working with the sensor, it provides an AC voltage that
represents wheel speed. Figure 12.2.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform maintenance or service.

Figure 12.2

Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.
When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

Installation

4003347a
Figure 12.2

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
Components
For complete information on Meritor WABCO anti-lock braking
system (ABS) components, refer to the Service Notes page on the
front inside cover of this manual.

앫 Sensor — An electro-mechanical device mounted to the axle.
Working with the tooth wheel, it provides an AC voltage that
represents wheel speed. Figure 12.3.
Figure 12.3

Equipment
An ABS-equipped trailer axle will be installed with the wheel speed
monitoring components located at the axle spindle. Figure 12.1.
Figure 12.1

4003348a
Figure 12.3

4003346b
Figure 12.1
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앫 Sensor Block — Welded to the axle between the spider and oil
seal collar, the sensor block holds the sensor in correct position
relative to the tooth wheel. Figure 12.4.

Figure 12.6

SENSOR
BLOCK

TOP OF
AXLE

Figure 12.4

SENSOR
BLOCK
THREE
O’CLOCK
4003351b

NINE
O’CLOCK

Figure 12.6

Less common is the 12 o’clock position. Some blocks are located in
this position to provide access to the sensor for service.
Figure 12.7.

OIL SEAL
COLLAR

SPIDER
Figure 12.7

SENSOR
BLOCK

4003349b

TOP OF
AXLE
12 O’CLOCK

Figure 12.4

앫 Sensor Spring Clip — Retains the sensor in the sensor block.
Figure 12.5.
Figure 12.5

SPRING
CLIP

4003352b
Figure 12.7

The least common position is near six o’clock. A sensor can end up
in this area when an ABS-equipped axle is rotated 180 degrees
prior to installation. Refer to the axle rotation information in
Section 6. Figure 12.8.

SENSOR
TAB
SENSOR
BLOCK

4003350b

Figure 12.5

Sensor Block Location
Sensor blocks can be located at the three, nine or 12 o’clock
positions. Any of these positions will provide acceptable sensor
performance.
Sensor block locations at either three or nine o’clock are the most
common positions. Figure 12.6.
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Figure 12.8

Figure 12.10

5"

TOP OF
AXLE

6"

Make from 1/4" thick
by 1/2" wide steel.
SENSOR
BLOCK

6 O’CLOCK

4003355a

4003353b
Figure 12.10

Figure 12.8

NOTE: Meritor does not recommend welding the ABS sensor block
at the six o’clock position to avoid maintenance and sensor gap
issues.

Sensor Gap

Wire Routing
This section details the correct methods for routing wiring within the
brake cavity so that the correct clearance between the ABS wiring
and brake equipment is provided.
Note the following in regard to this information.

The sensor should contact the tooth wheel at the initial installation.
A gap may develop during trailer operations. If this gap exceeds
0.040-inch (1 mm), the system may not function correctly. To
readjust, push the sensor through the sensor block until it contacts
the tooth wheel. Figure 12.9.

앫 If the sensor is to be located at the bottom of an axle, first route
the sensor wire to the top of the axle within the brake cavity.
Then route it through the brake equipment. Figure 12.11.
앫 Refer to the appropriate ABS maintenance manuals for
information on routing wires beyond the areas shown here.

Figure 12.9

앫 Information shown is for typical applications. Alternate routing
may be used if either improved clearances can be obtained or if
optional equipment is installed which requires different routing.
1.

GAP

Current production cam brakes are built with a hole in the
spider for routing the ABS wire. Figure 12.11.

4003354b
Figure 12.9

You can make a special tool to reach the back of the sensor through
the brake equipment. Be careful not to damage the sensor when
pushing on it. Figure 12.10.
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3.

Figure 12.11

PASS CABLE
THROUGH
SPIDER HOLE

Route the ABS wires on TP and TR model axles equipped with
cam brakes without an ABS spider hole as follows.
Figure 12.13.

Figure 12.13

SHOULD SIT
AGAINST SPIDER
SENSOR
BLOCK

END VIEW
OF AXLE

END VIEW
OF AXLE

TIE WRAP

SENSOR

SENSOR

TOP VIEW
OF AXLE

TIE WRAP

TOP VIEW
OF AXLE
4003356b
Figure 12.11

2.

4003358b

Route the ABS wires on TN and TQ model axles equipped with
cam brakes without an ABS spider hole as follows.
Figure 12.12.

Figure 12.12

SENSOR
BLOCK

SHOULD SIT
AGAINST SPIDER

Figure 12.13

4.

Route the ABS wires on axles equipped with disc brakes as
follows. The sensor must be completely clear of the spinning
disc brake rotor, otherwise it will be damaged. There are two
types of ABS wire routings that exist for disc brake
applications.
앫 ABS block mounted on axle. Refer to Figure 12.14 and
Figure 12.15 for wheel ends using U-shaped rotors
equipped with ABS tone rings with a 6.77″ pitch circle
diameter.

END VIEW
OF AXLE

SENSOR

앫 ABS block mounted on torque plate. Refer to
Figure 12.16 and Figure 12.17 for wheel ends using flat
rotor equipped with ABS tone rings with a 7.25″ pitch circle
diameter.

TIE WRAP

TOP VIEW
OF AXLE

NESTLE WIRE
INTO RECESS
IN SPIDER
4003357b
Figure 12.12
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12 Anti-Lock Braking System

Figure 12.14

Figure 12.15

SENSOR
BLOCK

SENSOR
BLOCK

END VIEW
OF AXLE

END VIEW
OF AXLE

SENSOR
SENSOR

TIE WRAP

TIE WRAP

TOP VIEW
OF AXLE
TOP VIEW OF AXLE

4013672a
Figure 12.14

4013674a

Figure 12.15

Figure 12.16

SENSOR
BLOCK

END VIEW
OF AXLE

SENSOR
TOP VIEW
OF AXLE

TIE WRAP

4003359b
Figure 12.16
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12 Anti-Lock Braking System

Figure 12.17

Figure 12.19

SENSOR
BLOCK

DUST SHIELD FOR
DISC BRAKE APPLICATION

END VIEW
OF AXLE

SENSOR
TOP VIEW
OF AXLE

TIE WRAP

4012739a
Figure 12.19

7.
4003360b
Figure 12.17

5.

Meritor current production two-piece dust shields for cam
brakes are designed to be used either with or without ABS
equipment. Each dust shield section contains a hole for
passing an ABS wire. Figure 12.18.

Meritor trailer axles with torque plates for air disc brakes are in
production with two ABS cable holes. Depending on
accessibility, any one hole can be used to mount the ABS
sensor or route the ABS cable through. Figure 12.20.

Figure 12.20

SENSOR
CABLE
HOLE

Figure 12.18

DUST SHIELD FOR
DRUM BRAKE
APPLICATION

SENSOR
CABLE
CUTOUT
4012747a

4013676a
Figure 12.18

6.
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For air disc brakes on Meritor trailers in production with
single-piece dust shields, the dust shield helps prevent the
rotor from coming into direct contact with foreign particles. The
dust shield is designed to be used either with or without ABS
equipment. Figure 12.19.
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Figure 12.20

8.

On some axle models, unit-mounted brakes, standard on drive
axles, are fastened to the trailer axle by bolting the spider to a
brake flange. Figure 12.21.

12 Anti-Lock Braking System

Figure 12.21

Figure 12.22

BRAKE
FLANGE

4003362b
Figure 12.21

9.

SENSOR
CABLE HOLE

9 HOLE

SENSOR
CABLE HOLE

12 HOLE

SENSOR
CABLE HOLE

16 HOLE

Currently brake flanges are available to mount bolt-on torque
plates with nine, 12 and 16 hole patterns. For all three
designs, the ABS wire should pass through the 0.8125-inch
diameter hole and the remaining holes should be used for
fastening the brake spider as detailed in Section 6.
Figure 12.22.

4003363b
Figure 12.22
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Hazard Alert Messages
13 Lubrication

Read and observe all Warning and Caution hazard alert messages in
this publication. They provide information that can help prevent
serious personal injury, damage to components, or both.

WARNING
To prevent serious eye injury, always wear safe eye protection
when you perform maintenance or service.
Park the vehicle on a level surface. Block the wheels to
prevent the vehicle from moving. Support the vehicle with
safety stands. Do not work under a vehicle supported only by
jacks. Jacks can slip and fall over. Serious personal injury and
damage to components can result.

The use of synthetic lubricants is approved, provided they meet
Meritor specification requirements. Note that these lubricants must
either be compatible with standard commercial seals or special
seals must be used.

Cam Brakes
The following provides information on lubricating Meritor cam brake
components installed onto trailer axles.
Specified lubrication intervals are for standard-duty on-highway
service. Lubricate more frequently for heavy-duty on-highway,
off-highway and combined on/off-highway service.
Lubricants to be used are specified in the tables in this section.

CAUTION

When raising the trailer/axle, place lifting devices and/or jack
stands directly under the spring seat bracket or other area of
the trailer frame. Do not place lifting devices or jack stands
directly on the axle beam or damage to the axle may result.

Grease or oil on the brake rotors, drums or linings can cause
poor brake performance. If lubricant contaminates brake
components, be sure to clean the brake rotors or brake drums
and replace contaminated linings.

Lubrication

Cam Bushings and Meritor Slack Adjusters

Lubricants increase the efficiency and extend the life of mechanical
components by providing a lubricating film which:
앫 Reduces friction and wear
앫 Removes heat
앫 Inhibits corrosion
앫 Flushes contaminants away from moving parts
Many service problems can be traced to incorrect lubrication
procedures; therefore, it is essential that trailer axle and brake
components be filled:
앫 To the correct capacity
앫 With the specified lubricants
앫 At the required maintenance intervals
Refer to Maintenance Manual 1, Preventive Maintenance and
Lubrication, for additional information on lubricants specified for
Meritor trailer axles and brakes. To obtain this publication, refer to
the Service Notes page on the front inside cover of this manual.
Seals protect components by keeping lubricants in and
contaminants out. Seals should be periodically inspected for wear,
damage or leaks. Note that many lubricants are colorless or
semi-transparent and are difficult to see.
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Before you perform lubrication procedures, release the brakes to
ensure the camshaft bushings and automatic slack adjusters will be
sufficiently lubricated. If the brake has a spring brake, compress and
lock the spring to completely release the brake. No air pressure
must remain in the service half of the air chamber.
Lubricate the camshaft bushings and Meritor automatic slack
adjusters as specified in Section 5.
Three possible lubrication schedules are shown below. Use the one
that gives the most frequent interval.
앫 The schedule of chassis lubrication used by your fleet
앫 The schedule of chassis lubrication recommended by your
vehicle manufacturer
앫 A minimum of four times during the life of the brake linings

Camshaft Splines
Lubricate the entire area of the spline in contact with the slack
adjuster.
Lubricate when the brake is disassembled or as necessary.

Anchor Pins
Lubricate the anchor pins where they touch the brake shoes.
Lubricate when the brake is disassembled or as necessary.

13 Lubrication

Shoe Rollers

Approved Lubricants, Intervals and Specifications

Lubricate the rollers where they touch the brake shoes. Do not get
grease on the outer diameter of the roller that touches the cam
head.

Table J: Approved Lubricants

Lubricate when the brake is disassembled or as necessary.

Lubricant
Specification

Recommendation

O-616-A

Shell Gadus S2 V220 2

Slack Adjuster Clevis Pins

Texaco Thermatex EP-1

Lubricate the entire pin.

Aerospace Lubricants Inc. Tribolube 12
— Grade 1

Lubricate when the brake is disassembled or as necessary.

Aralub 3837

Camshaft Bushings

O-617-A

Apply the specified grease at the grease fitting on the spider. Apply
grease until new grease purges from all the seals. Figure 13.1 and
Table K.
Figure 13.1

Multipurpose Chassis Grease

O-617-B
O-641

Never-Seez Anti-Seize

O-645

Mobilgrease 28 (Military)
Mobiltemp SHC 32 (Industrial)
Aerospace Lubricants Inc. Tribolube 12
— Grade 1

GREASE
FITTING

4003364b
Figure 13.1

Figure 13.1
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WARNING
If grease flows from the seal near the cam head, replace the
seal. Remove any grease or oil from the cam head, rollers and
linings. Always replace contaminated linings. Grease on the
linings can increase stopping distances. Serious personal
injury and damage to components can result.
Table K: Cam Brake Grease Specifications
Meritor
Specification

NLGI Grade

Grease Type

Retainer Clips, Anchor Pins, Rollers (Journals
Only), Camshaft Bushings

O-616-A

1

Clay Base

Down to −40°F
(−40°C)

When the brake is disassembled, or when
necessary, lubricate the anchor pins and
rollers where they touch the brake shoes.

O-617-A or

1

O-617-B

2

Do not allow grease to come in contact with
the part of the cam roller that touches the cam
head. Refer to the WARNING above.

Lithium
12-Hydroxy
Stearate or Lithium
Complex

Refer to the grease
manufacturer’s
specifications for
the temperature
service limits.

O-645

2

Synthetic Oil, Clay
Base

Down to −65°F
(−54°C)

Camshaft Splines

Any of Above

Refer to Above

Refer to Above

Refer to Above

O-637*

1-1/2

Calcium Base

O-641

—

Anti-Seize

Refer to the grease
manufacturer’s
specifications for
the temperature
service limits.

Components

Outside
Temperature

*Do not mix O-637 calcium-base, corrosion-control grease with
other greases.
Table L: Conventional Automatic Slack Adjuster Grease Specifications
Components

Meritor
Specification

NLGI Grade

Grease Type

Automatic Slack Adjuster

O-616-A

1

Clay Base

Down to −40°F
(−40°C)

O-645

2

Synthetic Oil, Clay
Base

Down to −65°F
(−54°C)

Any of Above

Refer to Above

Refer to Above

Refer to Above

O-637*

1-1/2

Calcium Base

O-641

—

Anti-Seize

Refer to the grease
manufacturer’s
specifications for
the temperature
service limits.

Clevis Pins

*Do not mix O-637 calcium-base, corrosion-control grease with
other greases.
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Wheel-End Maintenance
This section provides information on lubricating Meritor trailer axle
wheel ends with either grease or oil. Figure 13.2.
Figure 13.2

TRAILER AXLE
WHEEL END

Linehaul and General
Service*

Change the lubricant at every
100,000 miles (160 934 km) or 12
months, whichever comes first.

Conditions That Require
a Lubricant Change

The lubricant is contaminated.
The spoke wheel or hub has been
removed, which disrupts the
lubricant.

*For axles equipped with AxlePak™ wheel ends, these guidelines
do not apply while under warranty. Refer to technical bulletin
TP-1032 for inspection and maintenance.

Lubricate the Wheel End
4003365b
Figure 13.2

Oil-Lubricated Wheel Ends
The most common oils used in Meritor trailer axle wheel ends have
a designation of API-GL-5 (American Petroleum Institute — Gear
Lubricant 5). This oil is also approved under military specification
MIL-2105D. Refer to Table M.
In addition to the GL-5 oils listed, oils with API grades GL-1, GL-2,
GL-3 and GL-4 can also be used in trailer axle wheel ends. These
oils cannot be used in drive axles, or any application which employs
hypoid, amboid, spiral, bevel or planetary gearing.

Also refer to Table M, Conventional Trailer Axle Wheel-End Oil
Change Intervals and Specifications; and Section 5, Assembly and
Installation, for procedures to install seals, bearings, hubcaps and
hubs.
1.

Coat the bearing cones with oil.

2.

Apply a light film of wheel-end lubricant to the axle spindle
bearing journals to help protect them from fretting corrosion.
Figure 13.3.

Figure 13.3

Apply wheel-end lubricant
where bearing cones
contact spindle.

Oil viscosity should be suitable for the climate in which the axle will
be operated. Do not use thinning agents such as kerosene, gasoline
or other solvents that lower the viscosity of lubricants.
앫 Low viscosity single grade gear oils, such as SAE 75W (Society
of Automotive Engineers), should only be used in cold climates.
Oil seals must be in excellent condition when using low viscosity
oils to ensure against loss of these thin fluids.
앫 Multigrade oils, such as 80W/90, should be used where vehicles
operate in both warm and cold climates.

Guidelines
Service environment, mileage, speed and axle load are some factors
that determine how often you should change wheel-end lubricant.
For example, a heavy-service application, such as an off-highway
dump trailer, stresses the lubricant, and requires you to perform
wheel-end maintenance more frequently.
Refer to the following table for guidelines.

4003366c
Figure 13.3

CAUTION
It is important not to overfill the wheel-end cavity with
lubricant. Wheel-end oil level should never exceed the middle
of the hubcap. Also, verify that any excess oil is wiped away
since it can contaminate the brake linings and cause poor
brake performance.
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3.

Fill the wheel end with an approved gear oil to the hubcap fill
line. The oil must be given sufficient time to settle prior to a
final check of the oil level. This is especially important in cold
conditions. Figure 13.4.

Figure 13.4

Refer to the grease manufacturer specifications for temperature
service limits.
Grease recommendations are based on commercial products that
have given satisfactory results under normal conditions. There are,
however, many proprietary grease products on the market that will
perform satisfactorily and may be preferable because of supply
problems or common usage with other vehicle components. Where
such products are recommended by reputable suppliers for the
specific lubrication of our components, Meritor has no objections,
provided that these substitute products are equal to or better than
the Meritor recommendations in regard to lubrication properties,
water resistance, corrosion protection, high and low temperature
characteristics, oxidation stability, shear stability, etc. All substitute
products are subject to Meritor approval.

Guidelines
4013677a
Figure 13.4

4.

Inspect the wheel-end oil level at least every 1,000 miles
(1600 km). To check, verify that the vehicle is on level ground,
then clean the hubcap window and observe the oil level. Add
lubricant if the oil level is down more than 0.25-inch (6.3 mm)
from the full line. Figure 13.5.

Service environment, mileage, speed and axle load are some factors
that determine how often you should change wheel-end lubricant.
For example, a heavy-service application, such as an off-highway
dump trailer, stresses the lubricant, and requires you to perform
wheel-end maintenance more frequently.
Refer to the following table for guidelines.

Linehaul and General
Service*

Change the lubricant at every
100,000 miles (160 934 km) or 12
months, whichever comes first.

Conditions That Require
a Lubricant Change

The lubricant is contaminated.

Figure 13.5

The spoke wheel or hub has been
removed, which disrupts the
lubricant.

*For axles equipped with AxlePak™ wheel ends, these guidelines
do not apply while under warranty. Refer to technical bulletin
TP-1032 for inspection and maintenance.

WARNING
BELOW 0.25 –
ADD OIL

4013678a

Do not use gasoline to clean parts. Gasoline can explode or
burn and cause serious personal injury.

Figure 13.5

Grease-Lubricated Wheel Ends
The most common greases used in Meritor trailer axle wheel ends
have a designation of NLGI (National Lubricating Grease Institute)
grade 1 or 2. Refer to Table N.
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To remove grease from a wheel end, use a stiff fiber brush, not
steel, and kerosene or diesel fuel oil, not gasoline. Allow clean parts
to dry, then wipe them with a clean, absorbent cloth. Any solvent
residue must be completely wiped dry since it may either dilute the
grease or prevent it from correctly adhering to the wheel-end
components.

13 Lubrication

Lubricate a Wheel End with Approved NLGI 1 or 2
Grease

4.

Refer to Table N for lubrication specifications and intervals for
conventional trailer axles. Refer to Section 5 for information to install
components such as seals, bearings and hubs.
1.

2.

Install and tighten the hub retention hardware. Apply a light
coat of approved NLGI 1 or 2 grease to the hubcap interior and
across the face of the outer locknut. This will indicate that NLGI
1 or 2 grease was used, as well as help prevent corrosion of
these parts.

Use a pressure packer to pack the bearing cones with grease
by forcing grease into the cavities between the rollers and cage
from the large end of the cone. If a pressure packer is not
available, pack the bearings by hand.

Lubricating a Wheel End with Approved NLGI 0 or 00
Semi-Fluid Grease

Apply a light coat of grease to the spindle bearing journals.

Detailed information for installing components such as seals,
bearings and hubs is located in Section 5.

CAUTION
When you lubricate the wheel-end cavity with approved
grease, pack the area of the hub between the two bearings
with grease only up to the smallest diameter of the bearing
cups. Do not install too much grease in the wheel-end cavity.
Remove excess grease, which can contaminate the brakes and
affect bearing life and braking performance. Damage to
components can result.

To lubricate a wheel end with approved NLGI 0 or 00 semi-fluid
grease, Table N, refer to the following.

1.

Pack the bearing cones with grease by forcing grease into the
cavities between the rollers and cage from the large end of the
cone. The use of a pressure packer is recommended;
otherwise, pack the bearings by hand.

2.

Apply a light coat of synthetic grease to the spindle bearing
journals. Refer to ”A” in Figure 13.7.

Figure 13.7

3.

Pack the area of the hub between the two bearings with grease
up to the smallest diameter of the bearing cups. Remove
excess grease. Figure 13.6.

C

Figure 13.6

A
A

B

Shading indicates
correct amount
of grease.
4003369a

Figure 13.7

3.
4013679a

Install the hub onto the spindle without the outer bearing cone
in place.

Figure 13.6
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CAUTION
When you lubricate the wheel-end cavity with approved
grease, fill the hub cavity with grease to the outer cup’s
smallest diameter. Do not install too much grease in the
wheel-end cavity or add grease to the hubcap, which can plug
the vent hole, prevent the hubcap from venting correctly, and
affect bearing life and braking performance. Damage to
components can result.
4.

Fill the hub cavity with the approved grease to the outer cup’s
smallest diameter. Refer to “B” in Figure 13.7.

5.

At the top of the spindle and as far back as possible, pump
additional synthetic grease until it appears that the grease will
run out. Install the outer bearing cone quickly. Refer to “C” in
Figure 13.7.

6.

The hub cavity will be filled approximately 1/3 full with grease,
from the four to the eight o’clock positions. This will involve
installation of approximately 1.5 pounds of grease. However,
different hub designs may require that either more or less
grease be installed. Figure 13.7.

7.

Install and tighten the hub retention hardware. Apply a light
coat of approved NLGI 0 or 00 semi-fluid grease across the
face of the outer locknut. This will indicate that NLGI 0 or 00
semi-fluid grease was used, as well as help prevent corrosion
of these parts. Do not install grease in the hubcap.
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Conventional Trailer Axle Wheel-End Lubrication
Intervals and Specifications
Table M: Conventional Trailer Axle Wheel-End Oil Change Intervals and Specifications
Outside Temperature
Check Oil
Level
1,000 miles
(1600 km)

1

Oil Change

Linehaul and
General
Service2 : For
100,000 miles
(160 000 km) or
more a year,
change the oil
every 100,000
miles (160 000
km). For less
than 100,000
miles (160 000
km) a year,
change the oil
once a year.
Conditions That
Require an Oil
Change:
Change the oil if
the wheel end is
disturbed during
wheel or hub
removal or if the
oil is
contaminated.

1

2

Meritor
Specification

Specification
Approval

Oil
Description

O-76-A Gear
Oil

MIL-PRF-210
5-E and SAE
J2360

°F

°C

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

GL-5 SAE
85W/140

–10

None

–12

None

GL-5 SAE
80W/90

–15

None

–26

None

O-76-E Gear
Oil

GL-5 SAE
75W/90

–40

None

–40

None

O-76-J Gear
Oil

GL-5 SAE
75W

–40

35

–40

2

O-76-L Gear
Oil

GL-5 SAE
75W/140

–40

None

–40

None

O-76-M
Full-Synthetic
Gear Oil

GL-5 SAE
75W/140

–40

None

–40

None

O-76-N
Full-Synthetic
Gear Oil

GL-5 SAE
75W/90

–40

None

–40

None

O-81
Full-Synthetic
Oil

SAE 50

–40

None

–40

None

O-76-D Gear
Oil

The recommended oil change interval is based on operating conditions, mileage, speeds and loads. Limited service applications may allow the recommended
interval to be increased. Severe or heavy service applications may require the recommended interval to be reduced. For more information, contact the Meritor
OnTrac™ Customer Call Center at 866-668-7221.
For axles equipped with AxlePak™ wheel ends, these guidelines do not apply while under warranty. Refer to technical bulletin TP-1032 for inspection and
maintenance.
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Table N: Conventional Trailer Axle Greasing Intervals and Specifications
Meritor
Specification

NLGI
Grade

Grease
Description

Outside
Temperature

Multi-Purpose
Grease

O-617-A

1

O-617-B

2

Synthetic
Polyurea (Very
Soft) Grease

O-699

0

Lithium
12-Hydroxy
Stearate or
Lithium
Complex

Refer to the
grease
manufacturer’s
specifications for
the temperature
service limits.

Trailer Axle
Bearing
(Semi-Fluid)
Grease

O-647

00

Greasing Interval1

Grease

Linehaul and General Service2 : For
100,000 miles (160 000 km) or more a year,
grease the bearings every 100,000 miles
(160 000 km). For less than 100,000 miles
(160 000 km) a year, grease the bearings
once a year.
Conditions That Require a Grease Change:
Grease the bearings if the wheel end is
disturbed during wheel or hub removal or if
the grease is contaminated.
1

2

Lithium
Complex

The recommended greasing interval is based on operating conditions, mileage, speeds and loads. Limited service applications may allow the recommended
interval to be increased. For more information, contact the Meritor OnTrac™ Customer Call Center at 866-668-7221.
For axles equipped with AxlePak™ wheel ends, these guidelines do not apply while under warranty. Refer to technical bulletin TP-1032 for inspection and
maintenance.

Table O: TP and TN Series Trailer Axles Equipped with Conventional Hub Assemblies or PreSet by Meritor* Hub Assemblies
Lubricant Volume per Wheel End
Trailer Axle Series, Hub Assembly Type,
and Hub Part Number1

API-GL5 Oil

NLGI and NLGI 00
Semi-Fluid Grease2

NLGI 1 or 2 Grease2

TP Series

Hubcap Fill Line

35.00 fl. oz. (63.16 cu. in.)

NOT RECOMMENDED

33.47 fl. oz. (60.41 cu. in.)

23.37 fl. oz. (42.17 cu. in.)

31.00 fl. oz. (55.95 cu. in.)

NOT RECOMMENDED

25.57 fl. oz. (46.15 cu. in.)

21.22 fl. oz. (38.29 cu. in.)



PreSet hub assembly
Hub part number 16040

Approx. 24.55 fl. oz.
(44.31 cu. in.)

TP Series

Hubcap Fill Line

Conventional hub assembly
Hub part number 15968

Approx. 24.55 fl. oz.
(44.31 cu. in.)

TN Series

Hubcap Fill Line



PreSet hub assembly
Hub part number 16048

Approx. 15.17 fl. oz.
(27.37 cu. in.)

TN Series

Hubcap Fill Line

Conventional hub assembly

Approx. 15.17 fl. oz.
(27.37 cu. in.)

Hub part number 15984
1
2

The hub part number is cast into the inboard side of the wheel mounting flange.
Volume includes the lubricant volume of the bearing cones. PreSet bearings are not greased prior to installation.

*The PreSet by Meritor hub assembly is equipped with
pre-installed bearings, cups and cones, and oil seals and studs. A
precision tubular spacer between the bearings eliminates manual
bearing adjustments. The hub subassembly also includes an
integral tooth wheel for vehicles equipped with an anti-lock braking
system (ABS).
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Torque Specifications
14 Specifications

Figure 14.1

3

2

1

C BRAKE
MANUAL BEARING
ADJUSTMENT —
5
OUTER NUT

4

MANUAL BEARING
ADJUSTMENT —
INNER NUT

4003370a

Figure 14.1
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Table P: Axle Torque Values
Torque Range
Description

Lb-Ft

N폷m

Fastener Size

1. Hubcap bolts

15-30

20-41

0.31-18

2. Hub fill plug

15-20

20-27

0.62-11 (TR Model)

3. Hubcap, screw-type

50-75

68-102

0.38-18 PTF

4. Adjustment nut, manual bearing adjustment, double nut

Tighten to 200,
loosen, tighten
to 50, loosen
1/6 to 1/4 turn.

271, 68

Size depends on axle
model and adjustment
method.

5. Jam nut, manual bearing adjustment

200-300

271-407

Figure 14.2

6

4003371a
Figure 14.2

Table Q: Axle Torque Values
Torque Range
Description

Lb-Ft

N폷m

Fastener Size

6. Brake mounting bolt

130-165

177-224

9/16

180-230

245-313

5/8
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Figure 14.3

7
9

8

10

4003372a

Figure 14.3

Table R: Cam Brake Torque Values
Torque Range
Description

Lb-Ft

N폷m

Fastener Size

7. Two-piece dust shield bolts, shown

25-35

34-48

0.38-16

8. Bolt-on bushing bolts

25-35

34-48

0.38-16

9. Cam bushing bolts

25-35

34-48

0.38-16

10. Air chamber nuts

Initial Torque:
59-75

Initial Torque:
80-102

0.62-11

Apply Final
Torque:
133-155

Apply Final
Torque:
180-210
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Figure 14.4

11

12

13
14
15

4003373a

Figure 14.4

Table S: Wedge Brake Torque Values
Torque Range
Description

Lb-Ft

N폷m

Fastener Size

11. Actuator bolts

30-40

41-54

0.38-16

12. Support locknuts

10-15

13-20

0.31-16

13. Dust shield bolts

15-20

13-20

0.38-24

14. Support bolts

30-40

41-54

0.38-24

15. Clip bolt

15-20

20-27

0.31-18
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Figure 14.5

17

16

18

4003374c
Figure 14.5

Table T: Disc Brake Torque Values
Torque Range
Description

Lb-Ft

N폷m

— For EX225L Plus Disc Brake

350-450

474-610

— For PAN22 Disc Brake

270-310

366-420

— For Bendix Disc Brake

Initial Torque: 20-60 lb-ft
(27-81 N폷m)

16. Caliper bolts

Apply Final Torque: 350-400 lb-ft
(474-542 N폷m)
17. Air chamber nut

Initial Torque: 59-75 lb-ft
(80-102 N폷m)
Apply Final Torque: 133-155 lb-ft
(180-210 N폷m)

18. Dust shield

18-24

24-32
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